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French watchdog updates structured
products rulebook
The French regulator has published a guide for the preparation of promotional
documentation relating to structured products.
more or less notable complexity of
the investment formula offered by the
product or underlying used,’ stated the
regulator.

T

he Autorité des marchés
financiers (AMF) has released
an educational guide to assist
professionals ‘designing
commercial media relating to
structured debt securities’ to help them
implement applicable regulations.
The guide complements a system
deployed by the French regulator over
the last few years to prevent the risk
of ‘poor presentation’ in promotional
documents of structured financial
products marketed to non-professional
clients in the country.
This includes the AMF’s DOC2010-05 guidelines regulating the
commercialisation of complex financial
instruments which was updated in
2017 with a number of examples of the
criteria used to capture the notion of
complexity of an underlying index and
the importance of appreciating the steps
involved in calculating the mechanisms
for realising the formula or the nature of
the underlying asset class.
Preventing the risk of bad marketing in
promotional documents is a key issue
in terms of regulation, and a priority for
the AMF.
‘While these products can find their
place with non-professional investors
as part of a strategy of diversifying their
savings, they present a risk of poor
understanding by the saver given the
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The guide is based on the monthly
examination by the AMF of promotional
material distributed to the general public
and which it selects on the basis of a
risk-based approach.
The ‘educational guide’ is aimed at
the compliance departments and
the teams in charge of developing
promotional documentation from
issuers of structured products, credit
institutions (or their issuing vehicles) and
provides an overview of the applicable
regulatory framework by spelling out
the main provisions in force; as well as
an account of the main decisions of the
AMF Sanctions Commission on issues
of marketing financial instruments ‘which
may shed interesting light for boards
when they design promotional material’.
The regulator has also included a
questions and answers section with
responses to recurring questions
submitted by issuers or financial
intermediaries ‘for educational purposes
for the actors concerned’ and key

Esma: Priips KID functioning as intended
The European Securities and Markets Authority (Esma) has published annual
statistical report on the cost and performance of EU retail investment products.
Some of the trends spotted by the
regulator include a decrease in capital
protection levels and in the length of
investment terms.

contacts from manufacturers involved
in the issuance and promotion of
structured products.
The guide will ‘facilitate stakeholders’
understanding and accessibility to the
applicable AMF procedures by grouping
together in the same document the
practical information and the existing
operating methods (procedure for filing
promotional documentation, documents to
be provided, the request for confirmation
of mechanism accounts, etc.)’.
The regulator also said the new
guidelines cancel and replace its good
practice guidelines for the marketing
of structured products (AMF positionrecommendation DOC-2013-13), which
was originally published in July 2010.
The previous rules highlighted
professional practices considered
inconsistent with the AMF’s regulations
and identified practices to improve
the quality of information regarding
structured products, and were launched
on the back of an AMF report in relation
to the risks and trends in the financial
markets, that unveiled shortcomings
and lack of information in promotional
documentation of structured products.

The costs of investing in key financial
products, such as Ucits funds, retail
alternative funds, and structured
investment products remain high and
diminish the investment outcome for final
investors, according to the EU regulator.
Its third annual statistical report, which
includes data provided by SRP, shows
that the total value of SRPs held by EU
retail investors decreased slightly in 2019
while volumes and types of structured
products sold to retail investors in
national markets within the EU showed
‘much heterogeneity’.

The regulator has also released the
first EU-wide analysis of disclosed
performance scenarios and costs based
on a newly created database including
Priips key investor documents (KID) for
structured retail products.
PERFORMANCE V COSTS
The analysis of performance scenarios
carried out by the regulator shows that
there is little difference in simulated
returns between moderate and
favourable scenarios.
In terms of simulated returns and costs
the regulator found that once costs
are taken into account, the simulated
returns for a number of products were
below zero which ‘illustrates the benefit
of mandating, as done in the Priipss KID

Delegated Regulation, that performance
scenario information provided to investors
in the KID be made available net of costs’.
The Single Risk Indicator (SRI) required
by the Priips rules to be produced for
retail structured products appears ‘to
correlate significantly to the simulated
returns in more pessimistic performance
scenarios - the higher the SRI, the
lower the simulated returns in both the
unfavourable and stress scenarios’.
According to the regulator, this provides
evidence that the SRI calculation
methodology in the Priips KID Delegated
Regulation is ‘functioning as intended
from an investor protection perspective’.
The regulator also found that the total
costs for retail structured products
appear to vary substantially depending
on the country in which they are
marketed, as well as by the underlying
payoff type.

Volume of products sold by level of capital protection
Significant decline in capital protection

Volume of products sold by term
Move back to longer-term products
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‘There appears to be little correlation
between total costs and the underlying
asset type, nor do total costs appear to be
lower for products that are more popular
with retail investors (ie economies of scale
do not appear to materialise in the market
for SRPs),’ states the report. ‘Total costs
are largely attributable to entry costs.
They vary substantially by country and by
payoff type, but they do not depend on
issuance size or underlying type.’
SUPERVISION
The regulator noted in its report that
although the structured retail products

NEWS | EUROPE

market is ‘relatively small’ (outstanding
value of €400bn in 2019) compared
to other financial instruments such as
Ucits and alternative investment funds
(AIFs), it will continue to monitor these
products because ‘they can be designed
for hedging as well as speculative
purposes and their structure may involve
a significant level of complexity and
reduced transparency’.
‘These features, in addition to their range
of payoff profiles and associated risks
and costs, make SRPs an important area
for monitoring and analysis in the context

of Esma’s investor protection objective,’
stated the regulator. Esma stressed
the relevance of disclosure of costs to
investors, as required by the Mifid 2,
Ucits and Priips rules and the need for
asset managers and investment firms to
act in the best interest of investors, as
regulated by the Mifid 2, and the Ucits
and AIFM directives.

Société Générale has issued the first structured product as a security token directly
registered on the Tezos public blockchain.

“Security tokens will be part of traditional
portfolios soon, and as such we need to
adapt and build the capacity to respond
and accommodate these needs,” Jean
Marc Stenger (pictured), CEO of Société
Générale Forge, told SRP. “We want to
simplify the process for clients to transact
products and hold assets.”
The transaction is a new step in the
development of Société Générale
Forge, a regulated subsidiary of Société
Générale Group, aimed at offering by
2022 crypto asset structuring, issuing,
exchange and custody services to the
group’s professional clients.
The new four-year index-linked €5m
(US$5.9m) autocall euro medium-term
notes (EMTN) follow in the footsteps of
the first SG covered bond security token
worth €100m on the Ethereum blockchain,
settled in euros in April 2019, and a
second covered bond security token
worth €40m issued by Banque de France
in May 2020. This bond was settled in
Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC).
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According to the bank, the transaction
was performed in accordance with best
market practices, and demonstrates
the legal, regulatory and operational
feasibility of issuing more complex
financial instruments such as structured
products on a public blockchain.
NO CRYPTO
SG Forge has been incorporated within

Belgian regulator releases good practice guidelines for the marketing of publicly
offered structured products.
and BNP Paribas Issuance BV (NL)
Deep Value World Coupon (90) 2025,
according to the SRP Belgium database.
All three products protect 90% of the
nominal invested and were distributed
via Deutsche Bank.

According to the regulator, there is
limited comparability across member
states and a lack of harmonisation in
national regulation while heterogeneity
and data availability issues persist.

SG issues first autocall on public blockchain
The new securities have been fully
subscribed by Société Générale
Assurances.

Best, top, smart are misleading, says FSMA

the group to offer three main services
to SG clients: issuance capabilities and
secondary market servicing, structuring
and custody services for digital assets.
The platform’s operating model enables
security tokens to be directly integrated
to conventional banking systems
interfaced with Swift format.
Stenger, however, noted that the core of
SG Forge is blockchain, and the focus
will continue to be on the field of security
tokens not the cryptocurrency space.
“We don’t have plans to enter this
space at this stage,” he said. “We want
to increase our activities and offering
[of security tokens]. We have a lot of
work to do around compliance and the
transactional framework but expect
our solutions will be part of the bank’s
traditional offering from the beginning of
next year.”
The bank has taken a different approach
as it has chosen to test the platform
through a number of market transactions
which will increase their complexity as
it builds new capabilities to show it can
handle simple and complex products
such as structured notes.

The Financial Services and Markets
Authority (FSMA) has published
frequently asked questions (FAQs) about
advertisements for structured products
when they are offered to the public,
admitted to trading and distributed to
retail clients in Belgium.
The FAQs are specifically aimed at
financial institutions that offer structured
products, bonds, and leverage products
(turbos and warrants) to retail investors –
either as an issuer, or as an intermediary.
The FSMA held open consultations for
these FAQs at the end of 2020.
Financial institutions often assign names
to structured products to emphasise
certain product features. However,
according to the regulator, it is good
practice to take into account certain
elements in terms of name choice during
the product governance process and
when preparing the legal documentation.
The FSMA states it is better not to speak
of a structured bond if the product is not
fully capital protected at maturity. In the
same sense, it is best to avoid the terms
‘coupon’ or ‘bonus’ in the name if the
product does not include a commitment
to repay the full investment at maturity.
The former was used frequently in
2020, among others by Barclays Bank
PLC (UK) Europe 600 Coupon Note (90)
2026, Société Générale (FR) Global
Infrastructure Coupon (90) 2025,

The use of subjective terms such as
‘best, ‘top’, and ‘smart’ in the name of
the investment should also be avoided
since these terms mainly risk creating
a positive feeling on the part of the
investor and are usually not based on
objective facts.
However, according to the SRP Belgium
database, the term ‘smart’ especially is
often found in product names, including
in BNP Paribas Fortis’ long running
Smart Investment Bon series, of which
94 products worth a combined €2.2
billion are currently still live. As recent
as January 2021, KBC commercialised
Perspective Global 90 Smart Start USD 1
KAP, a seven-year structured fund tied to
a basket of 30 stocks.
According to the watchdog, it is good
practice to include in the product
name a reference to the issuer and its
nationality. It also makes sense to add
the currency to the name of the product
in the marketing materials, so that the
investor immediately becomes aware of
the exchange rate risk.

Looking at SRP data, adding the name of
the issuer and the nationality (both can
be indicated in abbreviated form) has
been a common practice in Belgium for a
good number of years and the same can
be said for including the currency in the
product name.
Of the 205 publicly offered products
in 2020, 168 structures with combined
sales of €2.5 billion were denominated
in euros; 32 products (€550m) in US
dollars; and 17 products (€80m) in
Norwegian kroner. Other currencies
used in recent years include the
Australian dollars, New Zealand dollars,
Swedish kronor, and Polish zloty.
With the FAQs, the FSMA is aiming
to make its actions predictable and
to contribute to a level playing field.
Adhering to these good practices
will allow pre-approval of advertising
to run more smoothly, the regulator
said, although anyone who does
not follow these good practices
does not automatically infringe the
regulations, and the FSMA can approve
advertisements that do not apply certain
good practices.
‘After all, advertising can be nonmisleading and balanced without the
application of these good practices,’ the
regulator stated.

It is good practice to take into
account certain elements in
terms of name choice
www.structuredretailproducts.com
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Leonteq expands pool
of issuers on LynQs

Leonteq and Basler Kantonalbank
have agreed to work together on
structured investment products
from the end of April 2020. Basler
Kantonalbank has joined Leonteq’s
multi-issuer platform ‘after intensive
development and implementation
work,’ and its products are available
for distribution in Switzerland. As part
of this cooperation, BKB will act as
the issuer of structured investment
products, while Leonteq will provide
services along the value chain.
The new product offering by Basler
Kantonalbank consists of a range
of payoffs and underlyings and
will also be available for Leonteq’s
clients on LynQs, the firm’s onestop-shop for structured products.
In addition, Basler Kantonalbank will
offer its products to its own clients in
Switzerland.
BKB Group is one of the largest
banks in Switzerland, with total
assets of CHF54.4 billion and a total
capital ratio of 17% as of end 2020.
Basler Kantonalbank has an AA+
issuer rating from Standard & Poor’s
and a state guarantee from the
Canton of Basel-Stadt.
Alessandro Ricci, head investment
solutions and member of the
executive committee of Leonteq,
said the partnership with BKB on an
operational level ‘further strengthens
our offering with its reputation and
credit rating’.
‘Partnerships like the one with BKB
are core to the firm’s strategy to
be the leading marketplace for
structured products,’ said Ricci.
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Swiss banks launch Liborlike crypto benchmark

BNP Paribas issuance vehicle sees retail
volumes disappear

Four Swiss banks, Vontobel,
Swissquote, and digital banks Sygnum
and Seba Bank have joined forces
with Swisscom to work on a feasibility
study on bankable reference prices in
the digital world and jointly launched
the Swiss Institutional Digital Asset
Reference Rate (Sidar).

Increased volatility led to a decline in sales volumes from structured products
targeted at retail investors in 2020.

Daily fixings for bitcoin and ether
were carried out during a two-week
test period. The banks acted as
data providers and Swisscom as the
calculation agent.
In contrast to other price sources,
Sidar is based exclusively on data
from regulated banks and financial
institutions. This approach should put
regulators at ease as the US Securities
and Exchange Commission (SEC), for
instance, rejected numerous requests
to list and trade bitcoin ETFs because of
deficiencies in the reliability of the used
reference prices.
Following the completion of the pilot
project, Swisscom is now assessing a
possible commercial roll-out together
with the project partners.
TRAILBLAZERS

Swisscom is
now assessing
a possible
commercial
roll-out
certificate linked to the Swissquote
Bitcoin Active Index as well as tracker
certificates on ethereum, litecoin,
bitcoin cash and ripple.
Seba Bank launched the first dual
currency certificate on BTC/USD that
sells put options on BTC/USD in 2020.
According to SRP data, there are 2,407
live products using five currencies
(Bitcoin, Litecoin, Ethereum, Ripple and
Bitcoin Cash), as well as 377 products
linked to the Bitcoin Group and one to
the SEBA Crypto Asset Select Index.

The four banks involved are pioneers in
the crypto structured products market.
The main providers of cryptocurrencylinked products are Vontobel (2,401) and
Leonteq across five markets including
Germany/Austria, Switzerland, Denmark
and Sweden. The favoured payoff
structures to deliver these products
are short leverage certificates – (mini
futures) (783), long leverage certificates
- mini futures (770), and trackers (12).

Vontobel launched in February two
new delta one certificates tracking the
performance of Bitcoin as demand from
investors seeking to participate in the
cryptocurrency rally continues. The
new certificates which are subject to
a management fee of 3.75% pa replace
the bank’s bitcoin tracker certificates which
were terminated as the product offering
was ‘no longer economically viable’.

Leonteq was behind the world’s first
reverse convertible on bitcoin listed on
Six Swiss Exchange in September 2019,
and has marketed a tracker certificate
linked to the Swissquote Multi Crypto
Active Index; three tracker certificates
on bitcoin (CHF, EUR, USD); a tracker

The launch coincided with Marex’s second
crypto note - an autocallable linked
to ethereum targeted at professional
investors which followed the first ever
autocallable notes linked to Bitcoin with
downside protection launched by the nonbank issuer in January.

BNP Paribas Fortis Funding, the
Luxembourg issuance vehicle owned
by BNP Paribas Fortis, issued 22
securities worth €124.5m (US$150.8m)
during 2020, a decrease of almost
50% by sales volume from the €240.1m
raised from 33 securities sold in 2019,
according to the company’s latest
audited annual accounts.
The figure, which includes sales to retail
investors in Belgium and Luxembourg,
can be split into index-linked notes
(€51.6m from 13 products) and fixed
interest rate notes (€72.8m from nine
products).
‘In the face of increased volatility on the
financial markets, we noticed a decline
in investor’s appetite for structured
notes and as a consequence a decline
in the volumes of issues placed among
retail investors,’ the company stated in
its annual report.
Forty-three securities worth €465.7m
matured in 2020 (FY2019: €452.7 from
30 products). The maturing products
included nine index-linked notes (€85m);
14 variable coupon notes (€154.5m); 11
fixed interest rate notes (€154.3m); two
floating rate notes (€21.6m); and seven
notes that belonged to the ‘others’
category (€50.2m).
According to SRP data, the company’s
best-selling structure in 2020 was the
Callable Step Up Note 2028/2, which
was launched in June and sold €13.4m.
The eight-year medium-term note,
which pays a fixed step up coupon
(starting at 0.50% for the first year), can
be called annually – from the end of the
third year onwards.
BNPP Fortis Funding’s offering also
included, among others, four notes
linked to the Solactive Deep Value

World MV ex-DA PR Index that sold a
combined €18.9m; two products tied to
the Solactive Human Capital World MV
Index (€13.3m); and one product linked
to the Eurostoxx Select Dividend 30
Index (€3m).
All products were issued in euros,
with the exception of Jump Note
Eurozone 2022/6 (€2.7m), which was
denominated in Norwegian kroner
and linked to the performance of the
Eurostoxx 50 index.
As of 31 December 2020, the
company’s total balance sheet
amounts to €2.6 billion compared to
€3 billion end-December 2019. The
accrued interest payable linked to
these issuances amount to €8.2m (31
December 2019: €13.6m).
The company posted a profit of
€613,109 for 2020, compared to a profit
of €876,301 for 2019, with the decrease
in profit mainly explained by an increase
of the interest margin.
BNP Paribas Fortis Funding is
currently only exposed to a credit and
counterparty risk on BNP Paribas Fortis,
BNP Paribas Arbitrage, and BNP Paribas
(as hedging counterparts).

The company’s board of directors
believes that the Covid-19 crisis does
not increase significantly the financial
risk while the credit risk associated to
these structured investments is limited
and the recoverability is not under
threat due to the ‘good quality of the
counterparty involved’.
‘The board of directors has assurance
over the fact that the mechanisms in
place at the entity allow for a significant
reduction in the potential impacts of
the Covid-19 crisis as evidenced by the
experience of the past nine months,’ the
report stated.
The structured notes and other types
of bonds that BNPP Fortis Funding
is proposing to the retail and private
banking divisions of BNP Paribas Fortis
in Belgium is an important element of
the bank’s funding policy.
BNP Paribas Fortis Funding was
incorporated on 24 September 1986
in Luxembourg as a limited liability
company for an unlimited period under
the name Genfinance Luxembourg S.A.
The name was subsequently changed
to Fortis Luxembourg Finance S.A. on
12 November 2001 and to BNP Paribas
Fortis Funding on 22 February 2010.

Decline in investor’s
appetite for structured
notes
www.structuredretailproducts.com
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Halo debuts annuity offerings
The US structured notes platform announced plans to expand its fintech footprint
into the annuities space amid a rise in popularity among clients over the past year.

F

inancial advisers will gain
access to some of the largest
annuity providers in the industry
on Halo’s centralised platform
which is primarily for protective
investing products. The official launch is
set for the end of April 2021.
According to Halo’s co-founder Biju
Kulathakal, the platform had been
looking at the annuity space as part of
its overall strategy to expand into new
asset classes.
“We are simplifying the annuities market
for both buyers and carriers, making
it easier and more transparent using
advanced technology,” he said.
According to him, buying annuities
had previously been complex with
the process lacking transparency to
compare choices, relying on heavy
paperwork, and being difficult to track
and manage.

“We’ve been eyeing the space for quite
some time now and last year, we made
a decision to enter the market. It’s a
natural next step for Halo and follows our
structured notes platform and expansion
into buffered ETFs.”
Halo first entered the buffered ETF
market after announcing a partnership
with Allianz Life Insurance which
debuted its first series of buffered
outcome funds in April 2020. Since
broadening its coverage, the emphasis
on ensuring advisers and other clients
are fully aware of the complexities of
such sophisticated products has grown
significantly.
“Education is a big part of what we do,”
said Kulathakal. “In addition to making
it easier for our clients to understand
annuities, we provide enhanced data
and analytics and lifecycle tools to
explore, transact and monitor annuities
on the platform. We also have annuity

specialists to help advisors and answer
any questions.”

US regulator slaps fine on Merrill Lynch for
ETN shortcomings
The Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (Finra) has ordered wirehouse Merrill
Lynch to pay fines and refunds regarding product supervision sales.

A pivotal aspect of education within the
annuities space is the standardisation of
nomenclature which never fails to stump
novice investors who may become
confused by the terms ‘indexed variable
annuity’ and ‘fixed indexed annuity’.
Nomenclature in all protective
investment products should be finetuned, and there will be a convergence
in the language being used between
different carriers and issuers. Halo
has also taken the initiative to try and
map out the differences in the varying
nomenclature.
“However, I think that standardisation
between all the carriers will take
time, although it’ll happen faster as
these products migrate to technology
platforms as opposed to traditional ways
of selling,” says Kulathakal.

SPCG targets financial advisors
Structured Products Consulting Group (SPCG) has announced a new collaboration agreement as it builds a suite of risk
management and income solutions targeted at financial advisors ‘interested in growing their practice in the ever-evolving
structured investment and derivatives space’.
The firm has forged alliances with a number of players in the US including Halo Investing, Van Hulzen Asset Management,
Harvest Volatility Management, Fort Point Capital Partners and Bluestone Capital Management.
‘The time is right to emphasise the benefits of utilizing derivatives and structured products as a critical risk management and
yield enhancement tool for financial advisors.’ said Eric Miller, founding principal of SPCG. ‘We formed SPCG to bridge any
knowledge gap advisors may have and to provide an objective, independent view of a wide breadth of best-in-class strategies
at no additional cost to the advisor or their end clients.’
SPCG was founded by Miller, former managing director, structured product sales, global banking & markets, at HSBC Bank USA,
in September 2020. The firm added Andy Robertson as principal, business development and head of sales in January 2021.
Robertson joined from Wells Fargo where he was director, sales and marketing - investment solutions, for the last two years.
SPCG provides derivatives advice to advisors on strategies and platforms that span three distinct solution sets: derivative
investments, structured products and concentrated equity solutions.

Merrill Lynch has agreed to pay a
US$450,000 fine, neither admitting
nor denying the watchdog’s findings.
The issue involved the investment
bank’s relocation of some employees
involved with marketing third-party
exchange-traded notes (ETNs) in 2013
to work alongside colleagues from the
‘private’ capital-markets end of the ETN
business, according to Finra.
The fine includes US$90,000 which will
be paid to Finra and US$360,000 which
is to be paid to four exchanges where
the notes were traded.
In late 2013, ‘employees on the private
side’ discovered a price dislocation in a
thinly-held ETN while least one of them
raised the alarm in an e-mail with two
‘public-side employees’ who had no
business knowing the information as
outlined by the firm’s policies.
Merrill did review emails via a ‘general
lexicon search’ and even targeted
communications about watch List and
restricted List securities.
However, it did not have a process
for streamlining reviews of privatepublic side communications containing
potentially material information, or for
enforcing its procedures for a physical
separation of traders and marketers,
according to Finra.

independent broker-dealer Cambridge
Investment Research to redress investors
for a failed alternative mutual fund and
pay a US$400,000 fine. The Iowa-based
advisor will have to issue a refund of
US$3.1m to those who invested in the
alternative mutual fund (LJM Preservation
& Growth Fund) which was initially placed
on the firm’s watch list due to its smaller
size and tenure.

acceptance published by Finra.

According to the regulator, Cambridge
did not identify the fund as alternative
or complex and in turn, failed to
adequately train brokers on the risks of
alternative mutual funds, impose sales
limitations.

The fund was subsequently liquidated
and dissolved in March 2018. Cambridge
agreed to pay a US$400,000 fine
and reimburse customers. The firm
also stated that it has since revamped
policies, procedures and controls to
provide a solution to the issues cited by
the regulator.

One broker sold more than 80% of
the shares, while other customers
who bought them had conservative
and moderately conservative risk
tolerances.
Cambridge granted more 4,000
independent contractor brokers access
to the LJM fund ‘without conducting
reasonable due diligence and without a
sufficient understanding of its risks and
features,’ including ‘a risky strategy that
relied, in part, on purchasing uncovered
options,’ according to a letter of

The LJM fund’s value plummeted by
80% over the course of two days in
early February 2018, after brokers had
previously sold US$18 million of its
shares in the past two years to more
than 550 customers, prompted by
sales calls in May 2016 from an LJM
wholesaler.

Both firms accepted the sanctions
for failing to reasonably supervise
employees who were involved in
the sale of the mutual fund targeted
towards market volatility, in the case of
Cambridge, and for failing to monitor
exchanges between ETN traders and
retail marketers, in Merrill’s case.
“We enhanced our policies and
procedures five years ago,” a Merrill
Lynch spokesperson told SRP.

Merril Lynch failed to
reasonably supervise
employees

The US regulator has also ordered
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SG debuts ‘smart climate’ prop play in US
The French bank’s new environmental, social governance (ESG) custom index,
developed in collaboration with climate risk analytics platform Entelligent, will underlie a
new fixed indexed annuity (FIA) deployed by Investors Heritage Life Insurance Company.

The SG Entelligent Agile 6% VT Index
employs Entelligent’s Smart Climate
model to score companies in the S&P
500 based on the potential impact from
new environmental-focused regulation
and technology as well as predicted
energy costs.
The index delivers exposure to the 250
firms in the S&P 500 with the highest
scores, helping clients merge their
concern for environmental sustainability
into their long-term planning.
Entelligent provides complex and
practical metrics for investors who wish
to factor in mounting climate transition
risks into their portfolio allocation.
The platform’s simulations indicate the
financial materiality of E-scores, which
are linked to higher risk adjusted records,
and are targeted at portfolio managers
as well as end-clients to comply with their
fiduciary duties.
According to Isabelle Millat (pictured),
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US provider rolls out world’s first accelerated
ETFs with protection
The series will also provide a single exposure to the given reference asset on the
downside, over a defined period.

head of sustainable investment solutions
for global markets at SG, investors
who seek to make a greater impact
by fostering best practices across all
industries, including high-emitting ones
where transition is critical to achieve the
Paris Agreement’s goals, can leverage on
Entelligent’s sector analysis.

volatility level. It scales exposure
according to the observed volatility. The
custom play also provides a dynamic
allocation to bonds while using a proxy
indicator to assess the momentum of
interest rates and give the respective
allocation to a bond index that tracks US
Treasury bond futures.

“Clients that are putting together portfolios
that have a target and they have a certain
amount of assets that they want to
accumulate by a certain time,” said Bond.
“These clients need assurance that their
portfolio returns a certain amount for them
to achieve the lifestyle that they want in
retirement.”

“Looking at the spreads of exposure
to climate transition risk for companies
in different sectors enables clients to
identify those where laggards have
greater improvement opportunities,” said
Millat.

“When interest rates are falling or stable,
bonds may provide diversification of risk
and additional income. Therefore, the
index allocates an equal proportion to
the stock index and the bond index. The
result is a unique and robust strategy with
a forward-looking view on climate risk in
the stock market,” said Natasha Dadlani,
managing director, EQD solutions at SG.

The new range of ETFs can help assure
investors that they are going to reach the
minimum thresholds necessary in order
for them to meet their goals, according to
Bond. “We think that they’re going to be
very powerful, as a planning tool going
forward.”

The Heritage Income Advantage FIA was
designed to help clients protect assets
from market downturns, build retirement
savings and secure a lifetime income
stream. Along with the SG Entelligent
Agile 6% VT Index, clients can choose
from two other index options that include
the S&P500 and S&P MARC 5% (MultiAsset Risk Control) Indices.
The annuity also offers a guaranteed
lifetime withdrawal benefit rider, which
delivers a guaranteed income solution
that cannot be outlived.
The SG index has a volatility control
mechanism that targets a six percent

The increased societal focus on climate
change as a new and important risk
category, more investors are taking note
of this while making their investment
decisions.
“As stakeholders ranging from
governments and property insurance
companies to credit rating agencies
and industrial supply chain managers
have begun to grapple with the impacts
of climate change, corporations must
respond to a new category of future
risks,” said Dadlani.

The index delivers
exposure to the 250 firms
in the S&P 500

Innovator ETFs has launched its new line
of Accelerated ETFs, the first of its kind to
offer investors a multiple (2x or 3x) of the
upside return of a selected underlying up
to a cap as well as downside protection.
A total of six accelerated ETF products will
be listed, four of which will seek exposure
to the SPDR S&P500 ETF Trust (SPY), while
the other two will be tied to the Invesco
QQQ Trust (QQQ).
The Accelerated ETFs launched 1 April
2021 and enable advisers to accelerate
a portfolio’s equity performance to
a cap. They feature a potential for
outperformance in the event that the
underlying returns less than the initial cap.
According to Bruce Bond (pictured),
co-founder and chief executive officer
at Innovator, these ETFs can prove to
be a useful tool for investors in a lowto-moderate growth equity market
environment whereby advisers are
preparing for the lowest equity returns
recognised in the past decade.

The idea for the new ETFs came to fruition
when the firm was planning on entering
the defined outcome market. However,
regulatory issues prevented filings for
these products to be officially rolled out.
“New developments such as the SEC’s
[Securities and Exchange Commission]
derivatives rule has allowed us to now
introduce these types of products because
they meet the requirements.”
According to the derivatives rule put
out by the SEC, funds using derivatives
“will have to adopt a derivatives risk
management program that a derivatives

risk manager administers, and that the
fund’s board of directors oversees
and comply with an outer limit on fund
leverage risk based on value at risk, or
‘VaR’”.
Funds that use derivatives only in a
limited manner will not be subject to
these requirements but will be expected
to adopt and implement policies and
procedures.
The explosion of interest surrounding
defined outcome products has continued
to increase throughout the first quarter
of 2021 with more investors demanding
thematic investing choices as well as
education on the topics at hand.
“Investors are interested in learning more
about and having more products available
and I think that’s exciting for us today as
we had some buffers initially which proved
to be great risk management tools that did
not exist before,” said Bond.
In September of 2020, the firm introduced
the world’s first Stacker ETF line which
was designed to simultaneously access
multiple US stock market return streams
up to a cap and maintain downside
exposure to a single benchmark SPY over
a one-year outcome period.

Clients that are putting
together portfolios that
have a target
www.structuredretailproducts.com
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Numerix partners
with derivatives
consultancy in
capital markets push

Risk tech provider Numerix has
launched a new partnership with
consultancy and software company,
First Derivatives (FD).
Under the partnership agreement,
Numerix will embed FD’s network
of consultants and capital
markets expertise into its solution
implementations ‘to further
enhance the delivery of products
and services to its global network
of clients’.
This partnership also supports
Numerix’s strategic shift to use
best of breed consultancies
as part of its ecosystem of
implementation partners globally
as it seeks to expand into other
areas.
‘At Numerix we are constantly
exploring new ways to improve
the quality of system support
and implementation services we
can offer to clients,” said Steve
O’Hanlon, CEO of Numerix. “This
partnership will allow Numerix to
focus on our software development
and technology. FD can focus
on delivering the best services
possible.
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Nasdaq rollsout Nasdaq
100 Micro index options
Nasdaq has launched new options on the
Nasdaq-100 Micro Index which are listed
on the Nasdaq PHLX options exchange,
and available on several trading platforms
that support index options.

mitigate risk and enhance the yield of the
Nasdaq 100 with a new, cost-effective
tradable instrument, according to Greg
Ferrari, vice president and head of US
options at Nasdaq.

The Nasdaq-100 is one of the world’s
preeminent and increasingly popular
large-cap growth indexes, with exposure
to leading businesses that drive
the economy across a broad swath
of industries including technology,
healthcare and consumer staples.

“Option investor engagement is at an
important inflection point, with newer
participants embracing the options market
like never before,” he said.

As the Nasdaq 100 Index (NDX) continues
to outperform the market, the notional
size of NDX index options often outsize
the reach of individual investors,
according to the exchange. Nasdaq
100 Micro index options address this by
representing 1/100th the full value of the
Nasdaq-100 index, providing investors
with a lower notional entry point.
This enables main street investors to

Upon initial launch, Nasdaq 100 Micro
index options are available for monthly
expirations, with weekly expirations set
to launch later next month. Additional
expiries, including long-term equity
anticipation securities (LEAPS) as well
as Monday and Wednesday weekly
expiries, which will be added per
customer demand.
In total, NDX gained in value by more
than 40% last year, with the notional value
of all financial instruments that follow the
index exceeding US$1 trillion.

Virtu’s RFQ-hub report recordsetting ESG derivatives trades
Virtu Financial, has reported that RFQhub, the firm’s bilateral multi-asset and
multi-dealer request for quote (RFQ)
platform, recently facilitated two recordsetting trades in environmental, social
and governance (ESG) options.
The first was for 10,000 ESG option
contracts of S&P 500 ESG Index with
a value of nearly US$332m, while the
second was for 100,000 ESG option
contracts of Stoxx Europe 600 ESG-X
Index with a value of €1.5 billion
(US$1.67 billion).
Attracted by RFQ-hub’s transparency,
operational efficiency, audit trail and
embedded analytics, Asset managers
are increasingly relying on the platform

to negotiate trades related to ESG
instruments, according to David Angel,
head of continental Europe, Virtu
Financial.
‘These trades, together with a series
of new infrastructure and GUI’s and
expanded instrument coverage
initiatives - such as the recent launch
of a new Swaptions module – will help
position RFQ-hub,’ he said.
RFQ-hub is targeted at asset managers
and market makers seeking ‘aggregated
and competitive liquidity, streamline
workflow and improve pricing, with
a focus on equity and fixed income
listed and OTC derivatives, structured
products and ETFs’.

KB Securities rolls out first ESG ELS in SK
The securities firm has marketed a non-principal protected note with ESG elements
in a move to support the parent’s ESG commitment and capture better returns.
ESG and Eurostoxx 50 Low Carbon
EUR Price Index on 3 March due to
‘insufficient interest in the product’s
coupons’. The issuer did not provide
details on the product structure.

I

n a first for the equity-linked securities
(ELS) market, the subsidiary of KB
Financial Group has launched a
step-down autocallable ELS which
struck on 7 April, tracking a basket
comprising the Kospi 200, Euro Stoxx 50
ESG and S&P 500 ESG with a worst-ofoption, SRP data shows. It was sold to
private bank and wealth management
clients at KRW970m (US$868,270).
The three-year structure which has a
barrier of 45% with the knockout level
decreasing by 5% progressively at every
semiannual observation date will pay at
maturity a payout of 116.5% if the level of
the worst performing index is at or above
70% of its strike level.
“Our team expects ESG indices to deliver
better performance than their regular
counterparts from a long-term perspective
in light of the pro-ESG environment,” a
source at the firm’s equity derivatives
sales team. “We’re very motivated to
introduce ESG-linked structured products
in South Korea.”
Back in March, the parent group became
the first financial firm in the industry to
establish an ESG committee within its
board of directors’ and subsequently
introduced ‘KB Green Way 2030’ as its
ESG strategy. It has also committed not to
fund coal-powered projects.
The inaugural ESG ELS marks KB
Securities’ second attempt in promoting
ESG-linked notes in South Korea after it
withdrew an ELS linked to the S&P 500

Despite the flat sales, the third largest
issuer in South Korea will introduce one
ESG ELS with no capital protection on a
weekly or bi-weekly basis with a variety
of structures and coupons.
“Overall, the ESG theme is [new] to
retail investors and even institutional
investors in South Korea although there
is a lot of talk around it,” said the source.
“Although there’s no big demand yet, we
encourage private banks to pitch ELS
products to their retail clients.”
In addition, KB Securities is seeking
to develop new payoffs designed for
institutional clients with a target on
insurance companies. The securities
house chose the S&P 500 ESG and Euro
Stoxx 50 ESG as the ESG underlyings
for its products because “their higher
liquidity and Korean retail investors’
familiarity with their universe”.
More ESG underlyings are in the pipeline
including some in-house indices to be
deployed via ELS, ESG bond or index
funds for derivative-linked securities
(DLS), which are provided by European
investment banks.

Overall, ESG
is to retail
investors

“It’s more difficult to offer DLS through
public offerings to institutional clients
than ELS partly due to technical issues,
but we are looking at some ideas
pitched by foreign investment banks,”
the source said.
TIGHTENED REGULATION
According to the source, it takes longer
to gain internal approvals when it comes
to new indices as underlying assets for
ELS and DLS as a result of the latest
regulations on ‘highly complex investment
products’, which are defined as derivativelinked securities that could lead to loss of
more than 20% of principal.
To meet regulatory requirements, KB
Securities is overhauling its guidelines on
structured products, which are set to be
finalised in May and will establish a new
risk and product committees with the aim
to enhance product transparency and
identify a suitable client group or target
market for structured products.
The broker-dealer has no plan to
issue ESG ELS with capital protection
despite their simplified documentation
process. “We have principal-protected
notes available, but not linked to ESG
underlyings, as the volatility and coupon
levels of ESG ELS are slightly lower than
the regular ELS,” said the source.
South Korea has showed signs of an
emerging market of ESG-linked ELS and
DLS as more securities houses and banks
begin to participate.
Two days after KB Securities’ debut of
the ESG ELS, Shinhan Investment rolled
out a non-principal protected note
tied to the S&P 500 ESG and plans to
issue at least one ESG ELS per week.
Additionally, Citibank Korea is reading a
suite of ELS linked to ESG-related funds,
exchange traded funds or stock baskets
as early as June, offering at least 80% of
capital protection.
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China Merchants Bank cuts deposit issuance
The balance of structured deposits has dropped 48.2% to CNY267 billion (US$40.9
billion) as at the end of 2020 year-on-year (YoY) at the Chinese commercial bank
scaled-down its issuance.

Accordingly, the proportion of structured
deposits for the total deposits from 11.2%
to five percent during the same period.
The impact was limited due to a 16.8%
increase of deposits at CNY5.4 trillion at
China Merchants Bank (CMB), according
to the bank’s annual report ended in
December 2020.
The ‘historical’ rise at the bank led by
Tian Huiyu (pictured) was attributed to the
rapid growth of M2 and the bank’s wider
adoption of digital banking in 2020. The
momentum is expected to slow down in
2021 due to a drop of the M2 rate.
‘[CMB] will continue to strengthen the
volume and price control of high-cost
deposits such as structured deposits
and large-denomination certificates of
deposits and guide the cost of deposits
from customers to go downward,’ stated
the bank in the report.
Chinese commercial banks, which feature
12 joint-stock banks including CMB,
China Citic Bank and Guangfa Bank,
were required to reduce the outstanding
balance of structured deposits to twothirds of the level seen at the end of
2019 as of December 2020 as Chinese
regulators aimed to curb their lending cost
led by an unprecedented high issuance of
structured deposits in 2019.
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In the meantime, the structured product
market in China is in a landmark
transition shaped by the New Regulation
on Asset Management, which was
announced in mid-2018 with a grace
period till the end of 2021. The rules
have prohibited wealth management
(WM) products from offering principal
protection, which are booked offbalance sheet and valued through their
net asset.

China having issued 1,175 products in
2020, 802 of which were structured
deposits while 363 WM products. The
state-owned bank in May 2020 rolled
out its first structured WM product
linked to quantitative investment
strategy (QIS) index - the Multi-asset
Momentum Allocation (MMA) index
calculated by Citic Securities, and won
the Best Index Provider award at SRP
China Awards.

OLD V NEW
The products in conformity of the new
regulation are known as ‘new products’
while the principal-protected WM
products are ‘old products’. At the end
of 2020, the balance of new products at
CMB increased 1.4x to CNY1.7 trillion YoY,
which lifted its proportion for total WM
products to 67.8% from 31.22%, as the
commercial bank ‘continued to upgrade,
reduce and withdraw old products’.

In July 2020, the People’s Bank of
China issued the Optimising Transition
Arrangement under New Regulation
on Asset Management and Guiding
the Smooth Transformation of Asset
Management Business, which requires
the banks to dispose of eligible risky
assets associated with its WM business
by back-to-balance sheet arrangement
including those under the investment
financial assets. Based on the rules,
CMB completed the disposal of such
WM assets with a total principal amount
of CNY12.7 billion and recorded asset
loss provision of CNY12.1 billion.

Specifically, the balance of WM products
at CMB Wealth Management, a whollyowned subsidiary of CMB established in
July 2020, rose 11.9% to CNY2.5 trillion
as at the end of 2020 YoY. ‘Among
them, off-balance sheet WM products
accounted for 99.97%; the balance of the
funds raised from off-balance sheet WM
products ranked second in the market,’
according to the bank.
SRP database shows CMB is among
the top structured product issuers in

The bank posted a net profit of
CNY97.3 billion in 2020, up 4.8% YoY,
of which CMB Wealth Management
contributed CNY2.5 billion. Its net
operating income climbed 7.6% to
CNY290 billion as the net interest
income and net non-interest income
rose 6.9% and 8.8% to CNY185 billion
and CNY105 billion, respectively.

CMB is among the top structured
product issuers in China

Exclusive: Shinhan bolsters ELS range with
weekly ESG offerings
The South Korean securities house will issue at least one equity-linked securities
(ELS) with ESG underlyings every week after rolling out its first structure linked to
the S&P 500 ESG.
The first Shinhan ESG play aimed
at retail investors is a three-year
non-principal protected note with a
knockout and stepdown payoff – the
product which struck on 9 April and
sold KRW368m (US$330,287), will pay a
112% return at maturity if the underlying
is at or above 65% of its initial level, SRP
data shows.

Despite the flat sales, the broker-dealer
which is one of the most active issuers
in South Korea, has seen increasing
demand for ESG-linked structured
products. “We are preparing to issue
new derivative-linked securities (DLS)
with ESG bond fund as underlying
targeting corporate and institutional
clients,” said a Shinhan spokesman.

The Korean issuer marketed another one
year S&P 500 ESG-linked ELS with 80%
capital protection and 100% uncapped
participation, but it was withdrawn during
subscription.

The weekly ELS offerings will cover a
range of ESG underlyings including the
Eurostoxx 50 ESG Index with various
investment periods, which Shinhan
Investment deems necessary in
promoting the new theme among Korean
investors.

Launched in January 2019, the S&P 500
ESG includes 292 stocks and targets
75% of the float market capitalization of
each GICS industry group within the S&P
500, using the S&P DJI ESG Scores for
constituent selection. It delivered a yearto-date return of 11.33% pa. as of 15 April.
The selection of S&P 500 ESG for the
first ESG issuance mainly results from
Korean investors’ familiarity with the
index constituents compared with other
ESG indices.

“In Korea, the knowledge about ESG
[investing] is still not familiar to investors
compared with those in US or EU,” said
the spokesperson. “Even [though] we
issued ESG ELS, unfortunately clients
choose [them] because they offer better
coupon levels than regular ELS with
index underlyings. It means clients are
not focusing on the ESG theme yet.”
South Korea has showed signs of an

emerging market of ESG-linked ELS
and DLS as more securities houses and
banks begin to participate. KB Securities,
which is the second largest issuer in
the country, according to SRP data,
introduced a non-principal-protected ELS
tied to an index basket comprising Kospi
200, Eurostoxx 50 ESG Index and S&P
500 ESG on 27 March – marking the
inaugural offering of ESG ELS in South
Korea. The three year autocallable stepdown note sold KRW970m.
In early March, the securities house
issued an ELS tied to a basket
comprising the S&P 500 ESG and
Eurostoxx 50 Low Carbon EUR Price
Index, but it was eventually withdrawn for
lack of traction, SRP data shows.
In addition, Citibank Korea will launch a
suite of ELS linked to ESG-related funds,
exchange traded funds or stock baskets
as early as June. These products will
offer at least 80% of capital protection
as banks face tightened restrictions
when selling ‘high-complex investment
products’ effective from 2 February in
the country.

SK ELS sales dip despite higher issuance
Sales of equity-linked securities (ELS) in South Korea have fallen back to KRW15.2 trillion in the first quarter of 2021 from a
yearly high of KRW26 trillion at the end of 2020. The number of ELS issued in Q1 21 increased 27.4% to 4,240 quarter-onquarter (QoQ), or up 3.9% year-on-year (YoY) despite decreasing sales at KRW15.2 trillion. Meanwhile, sales of equity-linked
bonds (ELB) doubled to KRW3.6 trillion QoQ but issuance almost halved at 387, according to data from the Financial Services
Commission (SFC). Together they represented a 31.9% decrease in sales volume and a 15.9% increase in issuance QoQ.
Public and private offerings accounted for 86.9% and 13.1% of the new products, respectively.
The total outstanding balance of ELS and ELB hit a yearly low at KRW55.8 trillion as at the end of March, down 9.1% QoQ.
Overseas and domestic indices returned to the mainstream as the underlyings of choice - 78.4% of the ELS and ELB
issuance amount in Q1 21, after their proportion dropped to a record low at 43.7% at the end of 2020. This shift is related to
tightened rules on ‘highly complex investment products’ introduced by the SFC ‘strengthen investor protection’ in light of the
mis-selling crisis in 2019, which came into effect on 2 February.
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HSBC introduces China-focused ESG play via
structured deposit

A business
plan for
the planet

HSBC China has launched a structured deposit linked to the Solactive China Future
Consumers ESG Screened PR Index to capitalise on China’s carbon neutrality initiative.
policy has motivated many investment
banks to cash in on the opportunities
arising from Chinese equities exposed to
the transition through indices.
Hua said the new product was ‘quite
welcomed’ as the constituent stocks are
big names that are familiar to Chinese
investors, such as Alibaba and NetEase.

The bank has exclusively licensed the
index to wrap it as a two-year up-and-out
fully protected product which struck on
5 March. Observed on a quarterly basis,
the structured deposit has a participation
rate of 130% and a trigger-out level
of 120% while offering a trigger-out
coupon of seven percent. The minimum
investment is CNY50,000 (US$7,642.34).

Climate change needs solid strategy, expertise and fast delivery. That’s why
we believe that businesses are uniquely placed to help. HSBC is committing
between $750bn and $1trn to drive sustainable transitions for businesses
over the next nine years to help us all thrive in a low carbon economy.
If you believe business can be part of the solution, join us.
www.business.hsbc.com/bpfp
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“The index provides exposure to
Chinese securities listed in the US under
‘technology’ or ‘consumer Services’
sector, which proves to be the strongest
sectors in the past a few years,” Toding
Hua (pictured), structured product
manager, wealth management at HSBC
China, told SRP. “ESG has become a
more important factor that investors will
consider. [And] ‘carbon neutralization’ in
government report made ESG a hot topic
in China nowadays.”
Pointing to a faster ‘green transition’
than other major developed countries,
China has pledged to achieving carbon
neutrality by 2060 and is likely to aim for
more ambitious targets than those under
the Paris Agreement in the upcoming
14th Five Year Programme. These include
reaching peak emissions by 2025. The

The use of the Solactive China Future
Consumers ESG Screened PR Index
as an underlying marks the first time
HSBC is offering wider ESG exposure
to Chinese investors, which now spans
from European to Chinese equities. The
UK bank had marketed 14 structured
deposits linked to the HSBC Low Beta
Factor ESG Europe Price Return Index
since last January.

Carbon
neutralization
is a hot topic
in China
nowadays
“ESG is playing a more important
role nowadays [as] we’ve seen the
government and regulator emphasise
ESG publication and education in 2021,”
said Hua. “There’s still a long way to go,
but it’s getting better.”
The UK bank across multiple regional

branches has also issued structured
products, which are wrapped as
structured deposits in China, to achieve
‘positive impact’ by committing to hold in
its books loans equivalent to 100% of the
value invested in the products.
In addition, HSBC China is set to roll out
the Solactive Luxury Dynamic Factors
10% Daily Risk Control TR Index ‘shortly’,
as recenly reported.
UNDERLYING
The Solactive China Future Consumers
ESG Screened Index PR comprises 20
US-listed Chinese companies led by
Bilibili ADR, Trip.com and Netease, which
accounted for 9.7%, 8.7% and 8.2% of
the index as of 6 April, respectively.
Launched on 31 January 2020, it is
rebalanced every quarter.
By classifying itself as ‘ESG screened,’
the index universe meets the
requirement that at least one listing of
the underlying entity is a member of the
Solactive ISS ESG Screened Emerging
Markets Index PR.
The ISS ESG criteria covers three broad
themes consisting of norm-based
research, controversial weapons research
and sector-based screening, each of
which has five to eight sub-themes.
The index posted a performance of 28%
pa since inception and a performance
of 3.2% pa year-to-date. It has had a
volatility of 30% pa, a Sharpe ratio of
0.93 and maximum drawdown of -43.8%
since going live. Year-to-date, the three
metrics were 41.7% pa, 0.3 and -25.9%,
respectively, as of 6 April.
In addition, the value at risk (VaR) 95/99
and conditional value at risk (CVaR)
95/99 were -49.4%/-79.9% and -68.7%/97%, respectively.
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Phatra Securities’ sales plunge
The largest player of structured notes in Thailand has decreased its issuance to
a record-low of 1,518 with a sales volume of THB8.9 billion, representing a market
share of 18%, according to SRP data.

In the meantime, the outstanding balance
of structured notes dipped to THB585.6m
as at end of 2020, nearly a quarter of that
a year ago. Phatra Securities, headed
by Aphinant Klewpatinond (pictured)
received THB9.6 billion (US$304.9m)
in cash from structured notes in 2020,
a 61.2% decrease year-on-year (YoY),
while the cost was almost halved to
THB881.6m, according to its FY20
financial statements.
The Thai provider kept its focus on the
food & beverage sector followed by oil &
gas, healthcare equivalent & services and
travel & leisure – the three most favoured

sectors in 2019. Stocks in biotechnology
also gained traction driven by Bangkoklisted Mega Lifesciences, which was
introduced as a new underlying, mostly as
part of a basket of shares, in 41 products.

after appearing in 167 products in 2020
followed by Airports of Thailand. The
shares of Osotspa were the eighth most
used despite appearing in 213 products in
2019, SRP data shows.

Another new underlying seen in Thailand
in 2020 was the VGI Global Media share
which was used in 72 notes with a tenor
of six months, 64 of which were linked to
a basket of shares.

Indorama Ventures, a Thai petrochemical
company, advanced to the third position
on the back of 121 structured notes
while the number of products linked
to Bangkok Chain Hospital slumped to
70 from 398 in 2019. In the meantime,
Thai glass container maker Berli Jucker
climbed in the ranking after featuring in
115 products.

Most issuers in Thailand seek to
diversify underlying assets in order to
differentiate itself from competitors as
the market is largely dominated by the
autocallable payoff.
SRP data shows a total of 15 new
underlyings were seen in Phatra
Securities’ issuance in 2020 compared
with 2019. In addition to Mega
Lifesciences and VGI Global Media, they
were Central Retail Corp (20 products),
SC Asset Corp (nine), Dohome (seven),
Plan B Media (six), Netflix (four), Esso
Thailand (three), and Baidu ADR, Asset
World Corp, KCE Electronics (two each),
and Alphabet, Amazon, Facebook and
Vanguard FTSE Europe ETF (one each).
In terms of market share, Osotspa, a
Thai beverage producer, took the crown

Phatra Securities recorded structured
notes receivables at THB46.9m as at
end of 2020, down 70% year-on-year
(YoY) and matured structured notes
payables at THB19m, down 88.8%
YoY. The contract price or fair value of
the structured notes dropped 73.1% to
THB585.6m, according to the securities
house’s FY20 financial statement.
In 2020, the broker-dealer earned
THB9.6 billion in cash from structured
products, a 61.2% decrease YoY, while
the cost dropped 94.7% to THB881.6m
YoY. In addition, the transfers of stocks
for repayment of structured notes surged
1.2x to THB11.3 billion in 2020 YoY.

Nomura’s FY20 profit drops as Archegos loss bites
The pre-tax income from Nomura’s wholesale segment has dropped 30% to JPY64.3 billion (US$591m) in the FY20/21
ended in March year-on-year (YoY) after the Japanese bank booked a loss of US$2.3 billion arising from Archegos Capital
Management, which it referred to as a ‘US client’ in its financial statements. The largest brokerage in Japan has also
estimated an additional loss of US$570 million from the family office collapse as of 23 April, which will be recorded in its
consolidated results for the FY21/22.
This adds up to a total blow of nearly US$2.9 billion at Nomura, higher than the US$2 billion it first flagged on 29 March,
taking the second-hardest hit after Credit Suisse’s CHF4.4 billion loss. Until today, Nomura has offloaded over 97% of its
outstanding positions related to the collapse of Archegos, which was headed by Bill Hwang. The loss led to the worst
quarterly performance at the Japanese bank since the 2008 financial crisis as it delivered a net loss of JPY155.4 billion
from January to March.
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Citi Korea responds to ESG demand with
new cap prot notes
The US bank’s branch in South Korea will issue and distribute its first structured notes
linked to ESG-related funds, exchange traded funds or stock baskets by June.
management styles and investors
are highly willing to invest in ESG funds,”
he added.
“In recent days, however, there has been
a change in such atmosphere as ESG
investments outperform non-ESGs, more
and more companies and governments
embrace ESG principles supported by
increased global demand and interest
and put more focus on social issues.”
The notes, which will offer at least 80%
principal protection, are part of Citibank
Korea’s inaugural ESG-related investment
suite designed for retail investors as
the bank identifies ESG investing as an
‘unstoppable trend’ and a key investment
theme for this year.
“Our immediate focus has been on
building out our ESG fund range since
the Q3 2020 as well as educational
and advisory output, which has yielded
positive results with 10.6% of our total
asset under management (AuM) of mutual
funds,” Gidon Kessel (pictured), wealth
management product division head at
Citibank Korea, told SRP.
Five mutual funds are currently available
offering main exposure on European
equity in environment, climate change
and responsible investment.

The growing government support and
regulatory changes around ESG and
sustainability are fueling investment
demand, according to Kessel.
In January, the Financial Services
Commission (FSC) announced a series
of measures to build up corporate
disclosure rules in South Korea, including
the implementation of mandatory
ESG disclosures for listed companies
and potential changes to the Korean
stewardship code to bolster fiduciary
duties related to ESG matters.
TIGHTENED RESTRICTIONS
Citibank Korea’s move to issue ESG
structured notes came after the South
Korean government approved new
‘measures to strengthen investor protection
with high-risk investment products’
proposed by the FSC on 2 February.

“We are working to onboard overseas
green bond names to our existing cash
bond offering this year,” he said.
The underlying assets for the coming
structured notes are within the internally
approved list, Kessel told SRP without
disclosing more details.
“What is notable is that Asia has
been skeptical about the performance
of ESG investment, whereas many local
companies in Europe adopted ESG

Regulatory
changes are
fuelling demand

Under the rules, ‘highly complex’
investment products are defined as
derivative products, derivative-linked
securities and derivative-linked funds
including trust and discretionary
investment, which could lead to loss of
more than 20% of principal.
As part of the measures, the FSC initially
proposed to ban banks from selling ‘high
complex’ private funds in November 2019
when it first announced the plan.
‘After a request from the banking
sector, the government has decided
to grant limited permission for banks
to sell highly complex investment
products while applying an enhanced
level of supervision and inspection as
well as of sales regulations,’ stated the
watchdog.
Specifically, the sales of these products
by banks are limited to non-principal
protected equity-linked trusts that are
issued in public offerings and track one
of the five major stock indices - Kospi
200, S&P 500, Eurostoxx 50, HSCEI and
Nikkei 225.
In addition, the AuM of highly complex
investment products are capped to the
level at the end of November 2019 for
banks.
The tightening rules have significantly
reduced the flexibility for banks to offer
attractive payoffs, especially under the
current low interest environment with
‘only a few distributors currently offering
principal-protected notes’, said a senior
banker in South Korea.
Theoretically banks are still able to
offer non-principal protected products
within their AuM cap, but will have to go
through a ‘very complex’ internal approval
process, said the source.
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DB QIS: focus on equity, EM fixed income
as market neutral strategies are challenged

DB QIS (Part 2): Convex strategies can extract value
from market recovery

The first quarter was characterised by the tug-of-war between Covid and reflation in
February. It felt different to November, however, when vaccines first came to light, as
yields didn’t rise gradually, but jumped, according to the bank’s QIS team.

Convex strategies had a good ride as well as crossasset trend following while market neutral strategies
underperformed in Q1. A recent ‘ex-ante sensitivity
analysis’ by Deutsche Bank’s QIS team suggests that
February, after all, wasn’t a bad month.

S

RP spoke to Caio Natividade and Sorin Ionescu, head
of structuring within Deutsche Bank’s QIS business,
about the advantages of having a unified house-wide
approach to QIS and what strategies have proven their
value when the market is hit by extra volatility, and
equities and government bonds drop together.
What is Deutsche’s edge when it comes to QIS and how
does your offer differ from competitors?
Natividade (research): One of the most important things
about the way we do QIS is that it is a very unified operation
including structuring, research, sales and trading. We also
have a wealth investor solutions structuring team, very close
to our client base. Unlike what you might see at other banks,
we do not have multiple books, multiple desks in different
asset classes that report into different people and loosely are
connected to QIS.
At Deutsche, we are one QIS operation, which makes things a
lot easier. Not just in terms of making sure that the intellectual
property that is built is exactly what is been asked for by the
business, but also that the translation from idea generation
into product construction and into distribution and risk
management is done in a very straightforward manner.
This allows us to not only innovate from the point of view of
quality, but also innovate from a quantity viewpoint. The number
of individual high-quality strategies and portfolio solutions that
we produce on an annual basis is quite significant.
What kind of strategies and products have driven activity
recently?
Ionescu (structuring): From the product side I would like to
highlight two things we have been focusing on. One product we
launched focuses on the theme of equity income. With yields
being low, and in some cases going lower, investors are focusing
more on income products. Also, there are reasons to believe that
the equity bull run we have seen over the last decade might not
necessarily repeat itself in the coming years. With this in mind,
we launched a product which gives investors long exposure to
three main equity market indices: S&P 500, Eurostoxx 50 and
Hang Seng China Enterprises Index, with an ‘income’ twist.
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The product pays a predefined coupon of six percent. The way
the coupon is generated is partly through the fact that the indices
we track are total return (TR) indices, so effectively they include
dividends. On top of that, there is a systematic call overwriting
strategy on each of these three indices, which also generates
income. The idea is that between the dividend and the call
overwriting strategy you are collecting around six percent per
annum, meaning that the fixed coupon payout should not erode
the invested capital, and the product can redeem around par in
the absence of an equity market correction.
Is there scope to offer protection with this kind of strategy?
How are you responding to demand for fixed income?
We launched two flavours of this strategy. The second one
potentially gives investors some downside protection through
an embedded risk monitor, a market sentiment indicator that
can automatically remove the exposure to equity market risk if
the perception of risk is heightened.
Two versions, both with the idea of generating income, but
one more defensive because it relies on the risk indicator to
take off the market exposure in periods of market stress. It is a
product we have been quite successful with in recent months,
and that is being marketed it in different investment wrappers.
The second product I wanted to mention is linked to emerging
markets. EM fixed income is one of the asset classes which
at the start of the year was highlighted as providing good
opportunities to earn attractive yields. Of course, the issue
with fixed income is that you have downside risk in case there
is a sell off. The product we have proposed is a combination
of a standard EM benchmark fixed income ETF, either hard
currency or local currency, with an overlay that we launched
more than two years ago, with a proven track record of
providing tail protection for EM fixed income investments.
How have existing strategies being impacted by last year’s
events, and how have clients reacted?
Ionescu: The idea of market neutral investment strategies has
been challenged by last year’s events. There are many strategies
that investors were holding on the promise that they would be
uncorrelated to market risk, which turned out not to be the case.

“Convex strategies had another good ride; our intraday
portfolio was up again; our short-term rates momentum
strategy was a star; and our cross-asset trend following
closed the month in the black, despite the end of month
drop,” says Caio Natividade, global head of quantitative
investment solutions research, at the German bank.

not market neutral. “Quite the opposite - it is very market
directional and it is the type of return stream that has done
quite well in this type of environment.
“Not just in the traditional sense, the slow-moving trend
following algorithm, but also the faster frequencies for trend
following. For example, programmes that have pole positions
for a matter of days, or at the most weeks, and return streams
that focus on intra-day trend following.”
However, some market neutral strategies that have
performed well.

Although some risk control strategies struggled to deliver in
2020, Deutsche’s QIS team stuck to its guns. On that front
the bank’s focus was a strategy that is one of the longest
running QIS products at Deutsche Bank, according to Sorin
Ionescu, head of QIS structuring.

“Equity and yield have come back to the limelight,” says
Natividade. “Mostly because of where we are sitting in the
economic cycle. The fact that we are going back to the
recovery mode. Those, together with trend following are the
biggest winners in this kind of environment.”

“We have seen increased traction with that strategy,
especially in the latter part of last year, because it managed
to withstand the crisis very well,” he said. “On top of that,
the fact that we can point at a 15-year live track record
gives investors a lot of confidence. [The strategy] has an
impressive live track record and is offered it in a vol control
manner in addition to delta one.”

INFLATION
On the commodities side, QIS strategies are a favourite when
it comes to protection against inflation and getting upside
exposure to commodities.

The strategy, launched in 2005, is a momentum asset
allocator strategy which can be long the S&P 500, 10-year
dollar rates, gold or cash, and it allocates between these
assets based on a fairly simple trend model.
REFLATION
The reflation trade started in November last year with the
rollout of vaccines has come out in orderly fashion with yields
rising gradually, according to Natividade.
“What we saw in February is that this has accelerated and
with yields jumping in a way that they had not jumped
before, that created risk aversion,” he says. “As it created
risk aversion, it propagated away from a phenomenon
seen in the interest rates markets but in other asset classes
as well, and it made it a more generalised risk aversion
phenomenon.”
Natividade notes that strategies which are convex in nature
and are designed for when markets are at the far left or at
the far right, tend to perform well in this kind of environment.
“Market convex strategies are strategies that take back the
direction of the market. The easiest example of that is trend
following,” says Natividade, adding that trend following is

“They are not particularly retail friendly, because generally
in retail you have standard payoffs, or you want capital
protection, or downside barriers,” says Ionescu. “But for
investors who are looking for delta one exposure, we have
some very interesting strategies applied both to broad based
commodity indices as well as to commodity sectors.
“These strategies allow investors to get significant convexity
without having to buy options or spend option premium.”
Despite the appetite for QIS and complex underlying
strategies to extract value from the market a certain segment
of the bank’s retail and wealth client base has a strong
preference for delta one exposures, according to Ionescu.
“They prefer to spend a little extra time to understand how
the underlying strategy works and have the advantage of
being able to trade in and out any time, with predictable
bid-offers,” he says. “With structured payoffs, investors may
sometimes want to take profit if the underlying performs, but
the determination of the unwind price may be less intuitive if
the payoff is complex.
“There is certainly a significant segment of the client base
that has taken the view that it is preferable to have delta
one exposure, as long as the underlying strategy is clearly
defined. In this setup, investors know that they can take
profit, with full transparency on secondary market prices.”
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SG to retain Lyxor’s structured products
The French bank has announced a project to create a wealth and
investment solutions team within its private bank to sell structured products and
asset management solutions.
such as structuring of savings solutions,
funds selection and the supervision of the
group’s asset management companies.
The bank will create a wealth and
investment solutions team within its
private bank, which will include the
asset manager’s teams not part of the
disposal project, to ‘serve as a centre
of expertise to structure savings, asset
management and investment solutions
for the Group’s private banking and retail
banking networks, as well as structured
asset management solutions for global
markets clients’.

S

ociété Générale (SG) will retain
€16 billion worth of structured
products of Lyxor’s assets
under management (AUM), as
the negotiation with Amundi to
dispose of the bank’s asset management
activities operated by Lyxor does not
include these products, SRP has learned.
The agreement, which is subject to
regulatory approval, will cover passive
(ETFs) and active (including alternative)
management activities for institutional
clients in France and abroad with the
exception of Lyxor AM Japan, as well as
the sales and support functions dedicated
to these activities.
Lyxor’s activities out of the scope of the
transaction include structured asset
management solutions intended for
SG’s global markets clients and asset
management activities dedicated to
savings solutions and carried out for SG
branch networks and private banking,
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CEO Frédéric Oudéa (pictured) said that
the existing partnership with Amundi for
the provision of savings and investment
solutions for group’s networks will not be
affected by the agreement.
‘The disposal is in line with SG’s strategy
and concludes the refocusing programme
launched in 2018, (…) which is to operate
in open architecture and team up with the
best asset management experts to build
the most suitable offers for our clients,’ he
said.
The bank announced in January the
launch of partnerships with six asset
management companies including
Amundi, BlackRock, DNCA, La Financière

de l’Echiquier, Mirova and Primonial REIM
to operate in open architecture and offer
savings and investment solutions to the
bank’s retail banking network.
Under the terms of the deal, which is
expected to be finalised by February
2022, Amundi will pay €825 million which
SG expects to have an estimated positive
impact of approximately 18 basis points on
the group’s CET1 ratio when completed.
The capital gain from the disposal for the
bank will be around €430 million.
GROWING FOOTPRINT
With the acquisition of Lyxor’s €77 billion
ETF business and €47 billion of actively
managed assets, Amundi becomes the
second-largest ETF player in Europe
behind BlackRock.
The French manager has been active
expanding its footprint over the last few
months. In late 2020, it completed the
integration of the Luxembourg-domiciled
fund platforms of Goldman Sachs Fund
Solutions & Origination (GSFSO), part of the
Goldman Sachs Global Markets Division.
Both firms entered a partnership in early
2018 through which Amundi managed
Luxembourg-domiciled funds based on
Goldman Sachs’ proprietary systematic
strategies and to expand its alternative

UCITS offering through institutional
investors and financial intermediaries.
Under the agreement, investment
management of the funds were carried
out by the structured products team of
Amundi.
Also in November 2020, the JV between
Amundi and BOC Wealth Management, a
subsidiary of the Bank of China, received
a licence from the China Banking and
Insurance Regulatory Commission (CBIRC)
to start its operations.
Amundi BOC Wealth Management is the
first foreign majority-owned company in
China allowed to design and offer wealth
management products, including capitalat-risk structured notes. Amundi holds a
55% stake while BOC Wealth Management
holds the remaining 45% stake.
STRUCTURED PRODUCTS
Both SG and Amundi are leading
manufacturers and distributors of
structured products in Europe. The asset
manager part of Credit Agricole is a top
provider of guaranteed and structured
funds in Europe.
Amundi appears as the manufacturer of
almost 400 structured products, across
six SRP country databases, of which
France, with 364 products worth an
estimated €35 billion, takes the bulk of
the issuance.
The French manager has also marketed
over 100 structured funds as a third party
distributor across European markets
including its home market France (70

SG will create a wealth and
investment solutions team
within PB
products), Austria (14), Belgium (nine), and
Greece (eight), of which 34 structures are
still live.
SG reported at the end of Q3 2020 ‘a
gradual recovery in equity structured
product revenues’. The bank completed
a strategic review carried out in its global
markets business on structured products,
and in that context, has confirmed its
ambition to maintain its global leadership
role in equity structured products and to
stay a major player in investment solutions.
In the quarter, SG became the number
one issuer in public distribution products
in Germany for the first time following
the integration of Commerzbank’s equity
markets and commodities (EMC) business.
The bank issued over 110,000 listed
products in Germany in Q4 2020. Of
these, 20,677 were flow products, such as
discount and (capped) bonus certificates,
and 26,839 were leverage certificates
(Q4 2019: 2,937 and 21,366, respectively).

On top of that, 82,425 open-ended turbo
certificates were issued by SG in the
period (Q4 2019: 39,492), according to
SRP data relating to public offerings only.
The acquisition and integration of EMC
activities has also provided a way to
develop the bank’s market franchise
on the flow investments solutions, in
particular in listed products and ETF
market marking.
SG has received several including Best
House, Europe, Best House, Equity, Best
House, Autocall, Best House, Interest
Rates, Deal of the Year - Positive Impact
Note on Solys Euro Evolution Fund
Awards.
Despite the challenges faced in 2020,
the bank retained a solid distribution
footprint across the old continent and
a leading position in the market in
terms of issuance and sales which led
to several SRP accolades in this year’s
SRP Europe Awards.

APPOINTMENTS
As part of its commitment with Lyxor, the French bank has promoted ESG product specialist Antonio Celeste to head of
ESG product, ETF & Index Solutions at Lyxor Asset Management. Celeste joined SG’s asset management subsidiary as an
ESG product specialist in its ETF and indexing division from French smart beta ETF issuer Ossiam in November 2020. In his
new role, Celeste will be in charge of the team responsible for innovation and promotion of the firm’s ESG ETF range.

The agreement is subject to
regulatory approval

At Ossiam, he was head of business development and ESG for two years from 2018. Prior to this, he spent seven years as
managing director for the Emea region at Sustainalytics where he directed business development and sales in Europe and
managed operations in France, with a focus on institutional investors. He played an integral part in developing the ESG
Signals product and Sustainalytics’ brand in Europe. He has also held roles as head of business development at Vigeo Eiris
and BearingPoint. The French asset manager made a number of appointments to its ETF team including Hirosuke Uraoka
as head of ETFs for Japan in October and Freddie Pendarves who joined the firm’s UK sales team in August.
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Feature: leveraging SPVs to offer
competitive products
The new bank partnered with Gentwo Digital to extend their product offering on
digital assets via its securitisation programme.
by MVIS with a focus on safety, technical
reliability and tradability. The SEBAX
product tracks the performance of this
index.
The objective of SEBAX is to provide
an investable index for the most secure,
reliable and tradable crypto assets.
The selection of the constituents is
monitored on an ongoing basis. The index
applies advanced techniques to reduce
concentration into single constituents and
to deliver enhanced diversification.

S

eba bank was launched as a
fully licensed Swiss digital bank
in 2019 to bridge the traditional
banking world and the new
crypto/digital world, offering
a wide range of services in the areas
of asset management, trading, custody
and financing. Shortly after the Zugbased financial institution began to offer
structured products linked to cryptos such
as a certificate linked to the SEBA Crypto
Asset Select Index and the first dual
currency certificate on BTC/USD that sells
put options on BTC/USD.
SRP spoke to Lucas A. Ereth, managing
partner at GenTwo Digital, Philippe A.
Naegeli, CEO Gentwo and GenTwo Digital,
and Daniel Kuehne (pictured), head of
product & senior portfolio management
at Seba Bank, about the partnership,
cryptos and structured products, and
the challenges to make these assets
mainstream.
After we launched the product business,
we decided to expand the range with a
product linked to the SEBA Crypto Asset
Select Index, a market cap and risk
optimised index. The index is calculated
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Initially the product struggled to get
traction – it was launched at the end
of 2019 just when bitcoin was not
performing as expected. The idea
behind the product was to offer investors
interested in digital assets a diversified
selection of coins. Our offering bridges
the two worlds: digital and traditional.
In the summer, Seba Bank looked into
option-based products and launched its
first reverse convertible. Since then the
focus has been on trackers on BTC and
ETH offered in USD and a CHF hedged
version, we relaunch of the SEBAX
product in an open-ended structure.
PLANS
Our plan is to develop our index with a
broader and more sophisticated strategy
as well as to launch more trackers and
derivatives-based products to help
investors capitalise on new opportunities.
The SPV we launched with GenTwo allows
us to offer very competitive products
in terms of pricing compared to other
market players in as we saw recently with
competitors re-issuing products with a
significant increase.
We want to build up our profile as a
regulated crypto bank and combine

the traditional banking services with
this new world. The derivatives market
is developing and there are already
futures and options to build traditional
structured products, however, liquidity
needs to improve. We think that as the
market grows, we will see a wider variety
of products.
For us it is very important to show that you
can build bridges for product providers
and investors into this asset class. The
digital market was very fragmented a
couple of years ago but we have been
involved in real use cases that have
proven that we were able to connect
the digital and traditional markets using
elements that are well known by the
market players.
By securitizising digital assets, you
make them available to a wider group
of investors. GenTwo has been one
of the pioneers of the Swiss Crypto
Valley - bridging the gap with traditional
institutions, but it wasn’t easy. On one side
you had the banks who did not want to
touch crypt assets and then you had the
digital firms who did not want this to end
up as another investment strategy.
The market has evolved and everybody
understands that this is not a zero sum
game but one that is going to be built by
creating bridges between traditional and
digital.
PARTNERSHIPS
This particular partnership shows that the
timing is perfect. We see an increasing
number of influential names and players
entering this market which proofs that
ecosystem is growing and expanding.
Five to six percent of GenTwo’s clients are
banks and most of them began working
with the firm over the last six to eight

months. We have several announcements
in the pipeline and not only about crypto
but with clients that are seeking to bring
other interesting assets to the market.
The trading activity and interest around
cryptocurrencies were a catalyst for
Gentwo Digital’s growth in 2020.
At the beginning of the year there
was uncertainty as bitcoin had been
underperforming but what we saw after
is good news for the industry and for
Gentwo.
The market has gone now beyond the
big two cryptocurrencies and you see
new platforms with a lot of potential, like
Polkadot. The market has evolved from
the layer 1 application (bitcoin) to store
value, to Ethereum which is a level two
application where you can build on top
of, and then you have Polkadot which is
a level zero application that enables the
interoperability between blockchains.
There are some protocols gaining visibility
and being understood by the right
people - this is bringing recognition to this
technology and value to the industry.

OFFERING
If a bank wants to invest in
cryptocurrencies or other digital assets
they have to find the gateway to it and
it’s certainly not going to be with a crypto
wallet so it has to be a vehicle with which
banks are familiar.
Some of the last additions to our client
base like Seba Bank indicate that there
has been a shift. The so-called crypto
bank Seba is a fully licensed bank and
their crypto-based structured products
are enabled by GenTwo. There is an
increasing number of cryptobanks as well
as traditional banks looking at off-balance
sheet issuance platforms, as a framework
to issue crypto products, and structured
products linked to digital underlyings.
OUTLOOK
In mid-2020 we upgraded our legal
framework around securitisation and we
now offer third-party asset management
for clients that want to have third party
asset managers for products issued under
their issuance platform. We are entering a
new phase in the securitisation market and

we want to continue to be a partner for
clients seeking to build and manage their
issuing vehicles.
We don’t think it will be too long before
more banks realise the best way to offer
products to their existing clients is by
setting up an SPV - we see this as an
opportunity and proof that the market is
moving in the right direction.
KEY FIGURES
Thirty six percent of the strategies issued
by SPVs were multi-asset portfolios
including coins and tokens of the main
cryptocurrencies. Some 28% of the
issuance comprised tracker certificates
mostly on bitcoin but also dual currencies.
Crypto indices wrapped as AMCs with a
Swiss ISIN included 19% on DLT, three/
four percent market makers and liquidity
providers on certificates, and one/two
percent crypto mining. Gentwo Digital is a
joint venture between Gentwo and Inacta.
Every asset that is related to digital assets
(crypto, tokens, blockchain) is securitized
via Gentwo Digital.

InSPire: Due diligence in the structured products market
Delta Capita is targeting market players in the US and Asia with its regtech capabilities
UK consulting firm Delta Capita announced that its mutualised
industry service InSPire Due Diligence has expanded to
reach both the Americas and Asia Pacific markets to align
with its existing European footprint. InSPire Due Diligence is
one of the pioneers of global utility services that caters to the
frustrations of structured product issuers and distributors over
tedious and inefficient due diligence processes.

model where banks would develop product ideas, issue
and finally push them down their distribution channels,
technology is now enabling more of a pull model where
end buyers of the products may openly communicate
with advisors, wealth managers or private banks and
customize products priced specifically for them and
execute these processes in short timeframes.

The expansion into the Americas and Asia Pacific markets
will enable structured products issuers to liaise with new
distributors based in any of the main financial centres on a
global scale. According to the firm’s chief executive officer
Mark Aldous, these issuers and manufacturers all have to
jump through similar hoops to transport a product to market
finish line.

“Banks have to not only follow more steps every time they
issue a structured product, but also have to do all of those
things very quickly to be able to respond to these requests
so all of that means the infrastructure, technology and the
capabilities are getting more expensive and complex,” said
Aldous. “We aim to provide issuers with an alternative to
building those things themselves.”

“They have to do more because regulators globally have
obligated them to do so meaning that concepts such as
product governance and the Priips regulation in Europe, all
place additional burdens on the issuers,” said Aldous.

There remains some inefficiency within the US and Apac
markets, a problem the firm was able to address in the
European market by simplifying and standardising the process
with its clients and initiating a one-time data collection.

The way in which the products ultimately reach the
market is changing and instead of a slow-paced push

“There’s an opportunity to apply the same principles here.”
he said.
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Simon Markets: smart technology key to
empower financial advisors
US multi-dealer platform for structured products Simon Markets is riding the fintech wave
having broadened its industry footprint over the past year.

to using the same language, it is suddenly much easier to
understand a product and its features.
Structured investments are uniformly represented on our
platform, and we’re able to provide education, analytics, and
even client-friendly collateral in a way that ensures easier
consumption by financial professionals and their clients. We
look forward to bringing this form of standardisation to all
products on the platform.
How are the rapidly changing needs of clients, regulators and
the financial industry being met by the platform’s offering?

Structured
annuities have seen
significant growth

S

ince branching out to the defined outcome
exchange traded fund (ETF) space as well as
structured annuities markets, it has become
apparent to the firm that an emphasis on automation
has never been more pertinent.

SRP caught up with Joseph Giordano (pictured), chief business
development officer at the US platform to discuss product
activity, as well as its trajectory in the defined outcome and
annuity markets.

How have the events of the past year shaped your
objectives in the annuities space and subsequent activity?
Joseph Giordano: Along with shifts in the market over the
last year, we’ve seen an even greater shift to—and increased
reliance on—digitization. Wealth management is a very
personal and relationship-based business, but the tools
financial professionals use to build, grow, and manage their
books of business need to keep up with the digitization
consumers are experiencing in all other facets of their lives.
At Simon Markets, we’re shaping our objectives around
the needs of those professionals. Our objectives haven’t
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changed, but our focus on delivering digital access to
product education and analytics has organically expanded
our reach to additional asset classes with similar riskmanaged characteristics.
What are investors looking for in terms of characteristics?
(FIAs vs Rilas etc.)
Joseph Giordano: Despite equity performance over the
last 12 months, many investors are still looking for downside
protection. Fixed annuities have grown in popularity largely
on account of their yield advantage over CDs. Structured
annuities have seen significant growth as well due to their
potential to capture much of the market upside while still
limiting the downside. Products like these that offer flexible
features and the ability to customize allocations can help
provide portfolio diversification investors seek.
There seems to be confusion in the market around indexed/
structured annuities. Do you think nomenclature in the
annuities market should be fine-tuned to avoid confusion?

Joseph Giordano: Professionals and their clients want
simplicity, clear analytics, and ease of use. Regulators want
transparency, education, and documentation. The platform sits
at the intersection of all these needs, delivering education,
a marketplace, and post-trade management together in one
completely integrated ecosystem. We also continuously
enhance the on-platform experience with client-friendly
content, like educational videos and performance statements,
which make it easier to communicate clearly with clients too.

Joseph Giordano: Building the optimal portfolio for a client
always starts with understanding that client’s income goals
and risk tolerance. Once those are understood, the challenge
becomes building the most efficient portfolio to meets the
unique needs of that client. As professionals look beyond
traditional 60/40 allocations to build better portfolio efficacy,
risk-managed product categories like structured investments,
annuities, and defined outcome ETFs offer powerful and
unique risk/reward profiles to tailor investment allocation
decisions more closely to client needs.
How do you see Simon Markets evolving to support newer
audiences and grow as a platform?
Joseph Giordano: We’re looking forward to growth
opportunities by continuing to support products and
audiences with like-minded goals of industry-changing
product transparency, which Simon supports by way of
education and analytics. We’ll continue doing what we do best
and innovating to improve the user experience with new tools
and features. There are so many opportunities to grow this
space and we’re excited about what lies ahead.

What drove your motivation for the defined outcome ETF
space?

What’s your market outlook for the next few months? What
events do you expect to see in the market in the short-term?

Joseph Giordano: We’ve focused the platform on servicing
the needs of our clients holistically around risk-managed
solutions, which exhibit similar characteristics and features that
can be tailored to specific portfolio objectives. That makes
defined outcome ETFs a natural fit for the platform as this
is an asset class we’re excited to support with on-demand
education and state-of-the-art analytics.

Joseph Giordano: If we’ve learned anything over the last
12 months, it’s that the market is impossible to predict. Logic
would tell us that the combination of increased vaccinations,
continued Federal Reserve support, and more fiscal stimulus
points to favorable markets in the near term. However, more
record highs are not going to change the need for protection
by both retirees and pre-retirees.

With the successful playbook we’ve now implemented for
both structured investments and annuities, we’ve been able
to leverage that experience to extend the same support to
defined outcome ETFs as another risk-managed solution.

We expect consumers to continue showing interest in
products that balance upside participation with downside
protection. Smart technology will continue to play a vital role,
short term and long, in empowering financial advisors to
meet the growing demands of consumers. No matter what
the market does in the coming months or years, the platform
will be a valuable tool that professionals can use to help their
clients sleep better at night.

How do you see products such as annuities and ETFs
being incorporated into portfolios, alongside structured
products?

Professionals and their clients want simplicity,
clear analytics, and ease of use

Joseph Giordano: Nomenclature has the potential to deliver
immense clarity to an asset class. When the industry commits
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View from the top: overengineering not
the way forward
Rand Merchant Bank, the division of South Africa’s FirstRand Bank, is pushing its
structured products business following a deal with Leonteq.

This approach
works for big
manufacturing
houses

T

he South African bank reached an agreement with
Leonteq in mid-2020 to join the Lynqs platform as a
white labelled issuer, and leverage the Swiss firm’s
platform for the issuance and distribution of structured
investment products. Most recently Ryan Sydow,
former head of retail distribution at Absa Capital, joined RMB
Invest at Rand Merchant Bank as head of retail. SRP spoke
to Andrew Wolfson, cross-asset strategist and investment
specialist at FirstRand Investment Management Office, about
the opportunities to grow the South African structured products
market, the bank’s push to leverage the agreement with Leonteq
and how respond efficiently to investor demand with suitable
products and underlyings.
There is a lot of talk about AMCs as a growing product type
to give more control to clients. What is RMB’s view on this
product wrapper?

Andrew Wolfson: If you’re trying to buy growth upside you
should buy a diversified portfolio but when you are selling risk
you want the highest correlated assets because when things
go wrong (such as Covid), all correlations tend to one. If you
sold share baskets with high volatility, and correlation, to get a
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yield of seven percent, and diversified across a wide array of
baskets then you are not going to lose all your money at once,
on everything you are buying. We think AMCs can play a big role
in shifting the focus. RMB can offer a whole universe of assets,
via our agreements with Leonteq, so that our clients can build
their portfolios tracking shares (hedged or otherwise), or even
a portfolio of structured products. We think this is a growing
segment in many markets that will help us expand our offering.
What are the key elements of FirstRand’s offering via RMB?
Andrew Wolfson: Our offering is very straight forward – capitalprotected exposure to offshore indices that are familiar. We
want to grow our offshore issuance to meet client’s growth and
yield enhancement needs, as well as capitalise on the growing
demand for AMCs and the flexibility they offer to add new
structures to portfolios with diversification across equities, bonds,
ETFs, futures, options, and structured products. For true retail, we
need to look at fractionalising the market and to make access to
these products easier for smaller investors.
How would you describe the SA market?
Andrew Wolfson: The South African market is no different

from the rest of the world – our cash rates are three percent,
our five-year rates are around 4.5% pa, but they feel like
zero for a client who was used to 7-8% pa from fixed interest
before Covid. The lower rate environment should play to the
advantage of structured products, because the ‘give up’ is
much less. But part of the issue why in some markets its taking
longer for structured products to be adopted widely is cultural
– we have seen in the China market how quickly they are to
react, adapt and evolve.

When a product that provided a good investment or savings
value to investors no longer works eg annual cliquet floored at
zero percent annually, we should turn to investors and give them
their money back – that’s the bottom line.
Banks do not get that to better serve a client you’re better off
putting them into equities, funds or something else instead of
engineering products down the curve.

If we don’t educate more, we’re always going to be scratching the
surface as banks have the power to protect their market share.
Regulation is providing the right framework and technology has
helped to reduce the cost of entry into this business.

This approach works for big manufacturing houses, foreign
banks, and in markets where you have US$30 billion invested
in decrement indices. I don’t think investors really understand
how they work, or that they have been engineered to work with
specific payoffs.

Is there a good prospect to grow the SA market? What are
pitfalls ahead?

Through education, we can get back to basics, shorten the term,
and generate a reasonable yield for a comparable risk.

Andrew Wolfson: We are in a very good position to grow
this market. There have been no issues with structured
products or serious complaints about their performance. We
do not have an association because National Treasury largely
communicates directly with the banks around regulation, which
helps drive market growth and provides the right framework
for a healthy market.

What alternatives can structured products offer to avoid
exposing investors to complex underlyings?

After all fees, the end investor can still get a reasonable
product with decent return prospects, and whilst the low rate
environment should make these products more attractive some
wealth managers are chasing the headline rate – when they hear
what you can offer on a growth product linked to the MSCI World
they point at products from other providers with higher coupons.
This can distort the market because as a principle we would
not expose end investor to anything other than the same risk as
your money in the bank. We don’t use subordinated debt, we’re
never going to put a credit derivative on top or use decrement
indices just to make our products look good optically, which
could be viewed as a disadvantage. We don’t want complexity in
our products, and so we must ensure our clients’ needs are best
served, and all parties are well informed as to the risks taken to
generate a given yield.
Do you think the new wave of underlyings could have a
negative impact in the market?
Andrew Wolfson: Some of the most successful structured
products markets in the world (Switzerland and Japan) have
had negative interest rates for over 20 years, and they are not
looking at decrement indices but at multi-asset, funds and stocks.
We have seen banks in SA using new custom strategy indices
– risk premia and risk control. This to me raises a question - are
you serving your audience with the best products. I have looked
at some of these indices and although they have good merits
and they offer more participation on the upside, they also carry
risks and might not perform as well as expected.

Andrew Wolfson: Downside puts are generally mispriced so
you sell low strike puts on single stocks, but you don’t trade
on index. You can then provide an attractive yield, or capped
participation, and have a decent product. It seems like because
everyone does their products on indices, so that is what we must
do. We don’t think the overengineering of underlying indices,
and ever-expanding terms is the right way - we need a range of
simple products to meet investors’ needs.
If you’re doing long-term autocalls on an index with an
embedded down-and-in put, you should consider whether
it makes sense to sell (cheaper) diversified risk, or whether
you should switch to shorter term, low strike puts on single
shares, or worst-of two or three shares, to sell higher volatility,
correlated, risk? Funds of structured products may be a suitable
alternative to achieve a given risk-return objective (say seven
percent pa), provided you have a systematic investment
management approach to portfolio construction.
Are investors focused on yield or protection?
Andrew Wolfson: Many of our investors still want vanilla trades
even if they don’t get as much participation as with other
issuers. They equally seem happy to use the MSCI range of
indices, including their ESG and risk-controlled versions, to
meet their needs.
In other markets, such as the UK, investors want a high
probability of a reasonable return over a low probability of a high
return. They are hungry for yield but starved for choice.
My general impression is that we should go single shares and
baskets of shares, and primarily FTSE linked, but this is down to
education. Overengineering is not the way forward – we should
go back to basics, keep products simple, use underlyings that
investors know, and can deliver yield for a given risk.
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Small tickets, new underlyings boost
Thailand SCB’s issuance
In an interview with SRP, Ittiphan Jearkjirm (pictured), executive vice president, investment
product division at Siam Commercial Bank (SCB), shines a light on the reasons behind
the distributor’s two-fold increase in its structured product offerings in 2020 despite the
overall scaledown countrywide.

Among other changes supporting the
bank’s sales, the lowered ticket sizes
to THB1m from THB5m for structured
notes at SCB Group in 2020 reflected
its focus shift from institutional investors
to high-net-worth individuals (HNWIs),
Jearkjirm noted.
“However, it’s quite surprising that most
new clients end up choosing the original
size or even bigger,” he said. “So the
smaller ticket sizes enable our relationship
managers to approach new clients, but
they tend to prefer bigger tickets once
[they] understand the products.”

I

f hedging losses were unavoidable for
structured product providers worldwide
during the Covid-19 related sell-off, the
year of 2020 ended up bringing more
than what it took away for SCB.

The bank, of which 23.35% of the shares
are held by King Vajiralongkorn, doubled
its offerings to 693 in 2020 with a 35.2%
increase in sales at THB8.9 billion
(US$284m) year-on-year (YoY), making
it the third most active distributor in the
country after Phatra Securities and CGSCIMB Securities.
In contrast, Thailand saw its total
structured note issuance shrinking by
43.1% to 4,791 in 2020, which led to a
29.4% decrease in the market’s sales
volume to THB50.4 billion YoY, SRP data
shows.
“Structured products fit into our universe
[as] we try to differentiate ourselves from
competitors,” Jearkjirm told SRP.
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Under the Thai regulations, structured
notes with less than 80% of capital
protection are only available to HNWIs and
institutional investors, and eligible Thai
equity underlying assets are limited to the
constituent stocks of the SET50 index.
By notional volume, approximately 70% of
the structured notes at SCB were issued
by the bank itself and the remaining by its
sister company, SCB Securities (SCBS).
“We offer products as SCB Group, so
clients are able to shop groupwide. It’s
more efficient to issue Thai equity-linked
notes at SCBS and interest rates-linked
ones at SCB,” said Jearkjirm.
UNDERLYINGS
In addition to the ticket size, the Thai bank
has significantly changed its underlying
offerings as the March sell-off created
opportunities for investors to buy low.
“Since the outbreak of Covid-19, we

have clearly seen a rising demand for
US equities due to their high volatility,
especially the household tech names like
Amazon and Facebook,” he said, adding
that some red chip stocks in Hong Kong
also gained traction led by Alibaba.
“We don’t have a variety of Thai equity to
choose from although stocks of banks and
PPT are frequently used. It’s hard to name
a tech company in Thailand, so naturally
investors here like to get exposure to
offshore tech stocks,” said Jearkjirm.
What’s more, Thai stocks took a toll on
the Covid-19 as Thailand’s economy
heavily relies on tourism, which prompted
investors to search for higher yield
through offshore equity.
The proportion of Thai equity-linked
structured notes has dropped to around
60% from 90% at SCB by notional volume
since the March crash.
“What we’re trying to achieve in terms
of product variety is not through overly
complex payoffs, but those that are easy
to comprehend on prevailing theme
based underlyings,” said Jearkjirm. “[Our]
investment committee is responsible for
screening underlying assets every month.”
Renewable energy proved another wellreceived theme at SCB in 2020. The
bank distributed 36 notes linked to the
shares of Gulf Energy Development, a
Bangkok-based electric power generation
company, as a new underlying. The
products were sold at around THB258m,
all of which except one were marketed
after March.

In September, SCB distributed its first
investment-linked policy incorporated
with ESG elements. The product
was issued by FWD Thailand - an
exclusive partner of SCB - tracking the
performance of the S&P ESG Global
Macro Index. The index is exclusively
licensed to J.P. Morgan as SRP reported.

from the Covid-19, such as Minor
International, AOT and the offshore tech
stocks.”
Subsequently, SCB selected more
cyclical stocks like IVL and PPT towards
the end of 2020 when the vaccination
news came out.

At a broader level, the direct impact
of Covid-19 was limited to SCB Wealth
Management as it saw decent inflows
from their high-net-worth clients other
than hotel owners. Jearkjirm also
attributed the stable transition to the
bank’s prompt switch to ‘the digital mode’
including working from home in 2020.

“At present we have a couple of ESGfocused mutual funds, like in renewable
energy. The structured product space
remains too niche to provide ESG
exposure,” said Jearkjirm.

“It proves that we were able to manage
more variety of volatility dependence
and offer broader underlying choices
via payoffs that are not overly complex,”
said Jearkjirm.

Following a steady sales climb of
structured notes in January and February,
SCB has seen a slight decline in March,
which is expected to last throughout April
due to major public holidays in Thailand.

In a first for the Thai market, SCB
introduced an FCN linked to the threemonth Thai Overnight Repurchase Rate
(Thor) in October. The new benchmark
went live in Thailand last April as the
London Interbank Offered Rate (Libor) is
phased out globally.

STRUCTURES

OUTLOOK

In terms of payoffs, the Thai issuer
began to favour worst-of-options for
Thai or offshore equity baskets from
last March, though FCNs with knock-in
or knock-out options remain dominant,
making up more than 60% of the
offerings.

Jearkjirm is confident of the potential of
the structured product market in Thailand.

The Thor-linked product accumulated
THB1.1 billion during its one-week
subscription, which is equivalent to
12.4% of SCB’s total sales of structured
notes in 2020, according to SRP data.
“The timing for [the launch] was the best
as we foresaw a pickup of the yield
curve and interest rates were not going
to be high in the near future,” Jearkjirm
said. “So far that’s the only product
issued but we plan to roll out more
given the fact that Bank of Thailand also
wants to promote the benchmark.
“The secret sauce for our issuance
growth in 2020 is that we selected the
right underlyings that quickly recovered

“Thai investors tend look at the FCNs as
a way for them to put aside their money
for yield and they are usually quite keen
on equity position,” said Jearkjirm.
As the low interest rates continue, SCB
has stopped marketing any principalprotected note (PPN) due to insufficient
premier for options since 2020. The
last time PPNs reached their peak was
in 2017 when they were first launched
to expand the structured product client
group with a focus on corporations,
driving SCB’s outstanding balance of
structured notes to a record high of
THB3.8 billion as at the end of 2017.

Our investment committee
is responsible for screening
underlying assets

“[The] current investors are considered
only a handful compared with the Thai
population of 70 million,” he said. “If
there’re 10 million investors, less than
10,000 out of them are buying structured
products.”
He also noted an increasing number
of structured product distributors in
the country including some small
players who specialise in taking clients
to directly invest offshore, which is
not required to be disclosed to the
Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) in Thailand.
Thailand’s GDP growth is projected to
gradually recover to 2.2% in 2021 after
the economy contracted 6.1% in 2020,
stated SCB Group in its FY20 annual
report.
To get itself ready for upcoming
opportunities, SCB has included
structured notes in its pipeline while
continues to build digital platforms for
other investment product distribution.
The bank’s goal is to establish a system
that allows clients to customise payoffs
and underlyings on mobiles or iPads.
“This is an area we’re keen to develop,”
said Jearkjirm. “It may not make sense
economically to build up the platform
when the number of structured product
investors is so small. But we expect it to be
set up sooner or later, hopefully next year.”
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Index groups in structured products
(part 1): traditional indices
Structured products provide a broad range of investment opportunities
used by investors around the world looking for precise exposure, defined
returns and risk control.

providers to cover other asset classes including bonds and
commodities. Index technology has developed strongly in
recent years, and new indices are straightforward for index
providers to create and set up. The index business is now
well regulated with the advent of Benchmark Regulation
(BMR) in 2018.
Because of their popularity, these indices often have active
futures and options markets, as do some of their tracking
exchange-traded funds (ETFs). The existence of these play
a critical role in the hedging and risk management of index
linked structured products which further increases their
usage in structured products.

Image: Daniele Levis Pelusi/Unsplash.

O

ne of the most important design considerations
for any structured product is to put together a
compelling combination of underlying asset and
payoff profile that is appropriate for the target
market and investor base.

Many different underlying assets are used in structured
products markets, including direct equities, funds, currencies,
interest rates and commodities. However, the most widely
used group of underlyings consists of indices. There are
various reasons for this, starting with the fact that the main
benchmark indices are very well known and are the easiest
way to track markets. Every country and region has different
indices to choose from to represent their equity markets.
There are also popular indices from all the major index
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While benchmark indices are well established, the last 20
years has seen development in other areas. In this and
a follow-on article, we will examine the different types of
indices that are used in structured products markets. In
this first piece we will concentrate on the traditional index
categories of market capitalisation, sectors and factors.
The second part will look at next-generation areas of ESG,
thematic and strategy indices. Index construction can take
many different directions and there are numerous examples
of indices that have properties in more than one of the
categories we have just listed.
The most obvious category to start with is that of market
capitalisation indices. These dominate the structured product
market landscape, just as they do in ETFs and the mutual
fund world. The biggest of these include the S&P 500 for
the US, the Eurostoxx 50 and FTSE 100 for Europe, and the
Nikkei and Hang Seng in Asia. Indices covering a wider remit
are also popular, including the MSCI World Index which is a
global market capitalisation index.
These indices have some features in common: they
represent their underlying markets very well, the underlying
equities are easy to trade, and their futures and options
are very liquid. They also have a strong investor rationale
- this is particularly true for investors coming out of cash or
other simple investments for the first time. If such investors
wish to gain equity exposure with some of the benefits of

structured products such as capital protection, risk control
or performance in different market scenarios then it is
very logical to take underlying equity exposure which is
transparent and familiar. Otherwise, the investor is being
asked to take two leaps at the same time which for many is
not the right approach.
In general, the different structured products payoffs can
be paired with any of these indices to good effect. The
relative frequency of the different choices depends to
a certain extent on the market preferences where they
are based. For example, the Eurostoxx 50 has a lot of
products with participations, caps and buffered returns,
all types of exposure popular in European markets. The
S&P 500 tends to be used for slightly more aggressive
shorter dated structures such as auto-callables, callables,
barrier and capital-at-risk digital products. Source for all
product examples and categories for this article is www.
structuredretailproducts.com.
BEYOND MARKET CAP
The next progression in terms of targeted exposure is to
use indices linked to different sectors. Popular examples
in this category include the banking sector, for which the
Eurostoxx Banks index is widespread in European markets.
From the same index provider, the Oil and Gas sector Index
is also used actively. Both these sectors have been in the
news in recent years because of their performance which
has seen periods of alternating strong growth and decline,
characterised additionally by high volatility. These indices
still have a good number of constituents and there is also the
possibility to theme such an index globally by taking banks
resident in different markets.
When employing a sector-based index, the importance of
timing and asset allocation is much increased. Such indices are
probably best avoided by a first-time investor and their usage
restricted to a small allocation even for experienced groups.
One of the best arguments for investing in a new underlying
via a structured product is that risk can be much reduced

by incorporating full or very significant capital protection.
However, another aspect comes into play because single
sectors will tend to be more volatile than the benchmark
index the stocks are drawn from. Therefore, there is a lot
of issuance into capital-at-risk products that benefit from
the pricing that higher volatility underlyings bring, such as
autocalls, capital-at-risk digitals and reverse convertibles. In
such cases generally the underlying just needs to perform flat
or even slightly down for these yield-based products to show
good results. This is a tempting approach, but care must be
taken to examine the likelihood and impact of poor scenarios.
The final group of indices we shall consider here are the
factor indices. The most common of this group are those
based on value and high dividend stocks. These can be
considered smart beta indices although they are now so
established and commonplace that they have really moved
out of that bracket. Value indices select companies that are
showing strong fundamentals relative to market value and
these often include those with high dividend yields (since if
fundamentals and cashflow are good but the share price is
lower than might be expected then yields will be higher).
Factor indices such as the Solactive European Deep Value
Index are based on principles used by fund managers for
selecting out of favour companies. For this type of strategy,
the dividends received will be a significant part of the overall
return. An index built on this basis can be created price
return, total return, or total return minus a synthetic dividend.
It is well known that a high dividend yield underlying makes
structured product terms more attractive, but this comes at
higher risk.
In conclusion we see that the three traditional groups of
indices analysed here offer a varied choice in structured
products markets and are used in thousands of products
across the world.
Disclaimer: the views, information or opinions expressed
herein are those of FVC, and do not necessarily reflect the
views of SRP.

Market cap indices dominate the structured
product market landscape
www.structuredretailproducts.com
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Index groups in structured products
(part 2): next generation indices
The use of indices as underlyings in structured products forms the most
popular group of assets because of the wide choice that exists among
different index types.

INVESTOR PRESSURE
We shall now consider ESG indices. Technically they belong
with the thematic indices but ESG has become such a
dominant topic over the last 10 years or more that these
indices deserve their own category. Many factors have been
a driver for this, significant investor pressure and as a result
companies and funds wishing to demonstrate that they are
compliant with the spirit of the movement and therefore
score well on ESG metrics. Further impetus has come from
global regulation, led by initiatives in the EU. In 2021, the
Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation (SFDR) which
requires companies and funds to start making mandatory
disclosures came into effect. This regulation and others that
will follow will have a profound effect on investment markets.
Despite regulatory steer there is currently no consensus on
how to best measure ESG, with the result that there are many
different scoring processes used in the market. This causes
confusion and the inevitable practice of seeking to artificially
boost scores (known as greenwashing) in a similar way to
how a company could attempt accounting or asset dressing
techniques to demonstrate a sounder financial position than
might truly be the case. The next five years will see many
more developments, and this may include gravitation to a
more uniform standard.

Image: Nicholas Cappello/Unsplash

ESG has seen an explosion of associated indices because
of its growing popularity. The ESG process itself can be
easily translated into different layers of index rules, such
as measuring ESG component scores, favouring those that
improve over time (indicating better compliance) and adding
in traditional metrics such as liquidity, size, geography and
sector. The Stoxx Global ESG Leaders Select 50 combines
ESG with large cap stocks and the Euronext Climate
Orientation Priority 50 focuses on climate linked companies.

I

ndices also make ideal choices in terms of hedging,
risk management and transaction costs. This article
will consider three groups of next-generation indices,
classified as thematic, ESG or strategy-based. Part one
of this survey considered the so-called traditional index
categories of market capitalisation, sectors and factors.
Thematic indices are based on a broad group of strategies
which seek to harness social, economic or investment trends.
This includes emerging industries such as AI and other
disruptive technology as well as climate, geography and
demographic changes. Thematic indices can also be aimed
at broader economic parameters such as interest rates,
inflation and property. In such cases success will involve a
rationale that implies asset movement that is not fully priced
in by the market. They are typically based on long term
supply and demand or investor behaviour.
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Thematic indices are not to be confused with sector-based
indices (which we covered in the first article). Sector indices
tend to focus on existing industries and are typically made up
of companies with large enough capitalisation to be included
in a benchmark index. Sector indices reflect the current
economic position, whereas thematic indices are positioned
for future developments.
While the established index providers have created indices
in this area (for example the MSCI Disruptive Technology ESG
Filtered Index), it has also attracted newer index providers
with a link to the fintech world, such as Indxx which has
created Global Internet of Things, Global FinTech Thematic
and Millenials Thematic indices. Other indices that have
been used in structured products include the Deutsche Bank
Megatrends Index and the Solactive Digital Economy Index.

ALGORITHMS
The final category is that of strategy indices. These have
a long track record and can be thought of as extensions
or combinations of the building blocks of factors that we
examined in the first article. Strategy indices exist on a
spectrum with simple rules-based concepts involving one or

two factors on one end with more complex algorithms on the
other. Therefore, they compete with quantitative funds and
actively managed ETFs.
One of the first types of strategy indices are those that seek
to control volatility. Within this group are two sub-types: the
minimum volatility (or variance) and the volatility target. Many
major benchmark indices now have such variations offered.
The minimum volatility style selects stocks from within the
parent index based on historic volatility calculations.
In the case of low volatility they simply pick the lowest
volatility stocks as measured over a previous period (the
S&P 500 takes the lowest 100 by historical volatility over the
previous year) and some weight inversely by volatility. Such
a methodology is easy to understand and calculate, however
it is possible for the low volatility version to actual have a
higher volatility than the parent if the stocks chosen are
highly correlated with each other.
The minimum variance avoids this (at least on a backwardlooking basis) by selecting a combination of stocks that have
the lowest portfolio volatility. The volatility target indices
simply maintain a proportion in the parent index to achieve
the desired risk level, with the rest typically going into
cash. Volatility controlling indices are particularly popular in
structured products because they lower option prices, allowing
capital protected products to achieve better participation rates.
Many other types of strategy indices exist, including
searching for alternative risk premia and applying asset class
switching such as the Citi Dynamic Asset Selector.
In conclusion across this two-part survey of indices we
see that there is a rich choice available to investors and a
constant innovation and mixing of themes and ideas. Many of
these indices make excellent underlyings to link structured
products to.
Disclaimer: the views, information or opinions expressed
herein are those of FVC, and do not necessarily reflect the
views of SRP.

Strategy indices compete with quantitative
funds and actively managed ETFs
www.structuredretailproducts.com
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Product wrap: ESG, credit, and disruption
innovation ETF’s
In this month’s wrap, we look at a selection of structured products with strike dates
between 18 April and 15 May 2021.
in the growth, subject to a cap of 50%. Société Générale
provides 80% capital protection and acts as the guarantor.
The product is issued via SG Issuer and listed in Dublin.
Cantor receives a fee of four percent from SG for marketing,
administration, literature production and distribution of the
bond. In turn, financial intermediaries appointed by the firm
are paid a fee of two percent. Priips SRI: two out of seven.

EUROPE
In Finland, Alexandria Pankkiiriliike collaborated with
Crédit Agricole CIB (CACIB) for the launch of Vastuulliset
Yhtiöt Autocall. The securities have a tenor of maximum six
years and are tied to the MSCI EMU Sustainable Select 50
5% Decrement Index. Every six months, the performance of
the index is measured, and if the index closes at or above its
strike price, the knockout is triggered. In that case, investors
receive a coupon of 4.50% for each semester that has
passed. The barrier for capital protection is 70%. The note is
listed in Germany at the Stuttgart exchange. A commission of
maximum five percent is embedded in the issue price. Priips
summary risk indicator (SRI): four out of seven.

Landesbank Baden-Württemberg (LBBW) issued a creditlinked note (CLN) on five reference entities in Germany.
The product pays annual interest of 1.25% providing Bayer,
Continental, Heidelberg Cement, Nokia, and Volkswagen all
remain solvent during the observation period. If a credit event
(insolvency, non-payment, restructuring) occurs related to one
of the reference companies, the capital return at maturity is
reduced by 20%, for each such event. The product is listed in
Stuttgart. There is a one-off entrance fee of 0.49%. Priips SRI:
five out of seven.

Cantor Fitzgerald marketed tranche two of a fiveyear protected bond on the Stoxx Global ESG Leaders
Diversification Select 50 Index in Ireland. If the index
performance is positive at maturity, investors participate 100%

Hedios Vie distributed H Performance 37 in France. The
12-year medium-term note (MTN) can be accessed via a life
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insurance contract and offers investors a return linked to
the S&P Euro 50 Equal Weight Synthetic 5% Price Index. On
any annual observation date, if the level of the index is at
or above 110% of its initial level, then the product terminates
offering a capital return of 140%, plus three percent for each
year elapsed. At maturity, the capital is protected up to a 30%
fall in the index. The product is listed in Luxembourg and
issued via BNP Paribas Issuance BV; BNP Paribas acts as the
guarantor. Priips SRI: five out of seven.
Mariana introduced the April 2021 version of its 8:8 FTSE
CSDI Plan in the UK. The product, which was launched in
collaboration with Lowes Financial Management, is linked
to the FTSE Custom 100 Synthetic 3.5% Fixed Dividend
Index. It offers a potential 3.25% return on investment for
each six-month period it runs (6.5% pa), paid gross. The plan
is listed in Luxembourg and issued via Morgan Stanley &
Co. International. James Brearley & Sons acts as the plan
administrator and custodian. Priips SRI: four out of seven.

NORTH AMERICA
Bank of Montreal launched series 2164 (CAD) of its callable
equity income notes in Canada. The seven-year securities
pay a monthly coupon of 7.05% pa providing the underlying
Solactive Canadian Large-Cap 60 AR Index closes at or
above 80% of its initial level on the valuation date. From the
end of the sixth month onwards, the product can knockout
(monthly) if the index closes at or above 105%. There is a
selling concession fee of C$2.50 per note sold. An additional

UBS

Goldman Sachs

J.P. Morgan

Danske Bank

Barclays

Société Générale

Goldman Sachs

BNP Paribas

HSBC

Landesbank Baden-Württemberg

RBC

Credit Suisse

BMO Financial

Nordea

Citi

Deka Bank

Bank of America

Vontobel

Scotiabank

*Excluding flow- and leverage products
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Jefferies collected US$15m with its Senior Fixed to Floating
Rate Notes in the US. The product has a 16-year maturity and
its return is linked to the constant maturity swap rate (CMS). It
offers a quarterly coupon equal to eight times the difference
between the USD 30-year CMS and the USD 2-year CMS
minus a 0.5% spread, subject to a maximum coupon of 10%
pa. Underwriting discounts and commissions are US$25 per
US$975 note and the estimated value on the pricing date is set
at US$934.90. Bank of New York Mellon acts as the trustee.
Also in the US, UBS achieved sales of US$845,000 with its
Trigger Autocallable Contingent Yield Notes linked to a basket
of two exchange-traded funds: ARK Fintech Innovation ETF and
ARK Genomic Revolution ETF. The securities offer a quarterly
coupon of 9.5% pa providing both funds close at or above 60%
of their starting level on the valuation date. The estimated initial
value on the trade date is expected to be between US$910.10
and US$940.10. The commission is set at US$45 per note.

LATIN AMERICA
XP Investimentos collaborated with Credit Suisse for the
launch of a five-year deposit on the Credit Suisse Balanced
Trend 5% Index in Brazil. The index is based on hypothetical
investments and reflects a proprietary rules-based trading
strategy. At maturity the product participates between 365%
and 415% in its rise.

Americas: top 10 issuer group by issuance - 18 April to 15 May 2021*

Unicredit
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fee of up to C$0.20 per note will be payable to Raymond
James at closing for acting as independent agent.
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Asia Pacific: top 10 issuer group by issuance - 18 April to 15 May 2021*
HSBC
KB Financial Group
Korea Investment
Shinhan Financial Group
Samsung Securities
Agricultural Bank of China
Mirae Asset
Hana Financial Group
Meritz Securities
Bank of China
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ASIA PACIFIC
Tokai Tokyo Securities accumulated JPY500m (US$4.6m) with
KI M20240501 in Japan. The three-year, unlisted registered
note pays a coupon linked to the performance of Mitsui Mining
& Smelting, a Japanese company mainly engaged in metal
business. The first quarter of investment the coupon is fixed at
five percent pa. The product is issued via Svensk Exportkredit
with BNP Paribas acting as the derivatives counterparty.
Bank of China issued Basket EKI ELI BOCIB0607 in Hong Kong
SAR. The four-month product is linked to a basket composed of
two shares from the automobiles & parts sector: Geely Auto (H
Shares) and BYD (H Shares). It has a daily autocall feature that
is triggered if the closing price of the worst performing stock on
any autocall date is at or above 100% of its strike price.
KB Investment & Securities distributed KB able ELS 1747
in South Korea. The three-year structure is tied to a basket
comprising the S&P 500 ESG, Eurostoxx 50 ESG Index and
Kospi 200. The product has an autocall feature that can be
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Source: StructuredRetailProducts.com

triggered every six months. At maturity, if the worst performing
index closes at or above 75% of its starting level, the product
offers 100% capital return plus a fixed coupon of 12.90%. If any
of the indices has fallen below 50%, the investor participates 1:1
in the fall of the worst performing index.

MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA
Absa launched Fixed Return and Global Growth Protector Issue
WP45 FX in South Africa. The product is linked to the MSCI
World Business Cycle Clock Factor Select Index, which aims to
represent the performance of a rotational strategy that invests
across four different MSCI sub-indices representing different
business cycles. Each sub-index is allocated a weight based
on the Chicago Fed National Activity Index as indicator. Forty
percent of the investment is placed in an income account that
pays a fixed coupon of 22.1% after three years. The remaining
60% tracks the performance of the index. The product is for use
within a 1Life Insurance Limited linked endowment policy only.
The total fee is 4.885%.

Goldman taps UBS in PWM push
The US bank has poached a senior
private banker from UBS as it moves to
target key families in the Middle East
Gabriel Aractingi has joined Goldman
Sachs as head of private wealth
management (PWM) for the Middle East
and North Africa (Mena) region.
Based in Geneva Aractingi will lead Goldman’s PWM client
coverage teams for the region, which are based in Geneva,
London and Dubai.
The appointment is part of the bank’s PWM plans to expand
its offering to high net worth individuals, family offices and
foundations in the Mena region, targeting additional advisors
and enhancing its product line-up in the coming months,
including in lending.
“We continue to see opportunities to partner up to deliver our
proprietary range of investment solutions across public and
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private asset classes, as well as bespoke financing solutions
to our clients,” said Stefan Bollinger, co-head of private wealth
management for Emea. “[We want to] deepen our relationships
with clients as they become increasingly professionalised and
sophisticated in their global investment approach.”
In addition, the US bank intends to double the size of its PWM
coverage team for the region, taking the team to 16 members.
The Mena expansion is part of a wider effort to grow the bank’s
private wealth business globally. “It is a strategic priority for
Goldman Sachs, and we have ambitions to scale our offering
to clients in the Emea region significantly and are expanding
our team accordingly,” said Bollinger.
Bollinger, formerly co-head of global sales systematic trading
strategies (Strats) within Goldman’s investment banking division,
moved to the bank’s buy-side in 2019 to join Chris French as cohead of private wealth management (PWM) for Emea.
French and Bollinger were charged with executing the bank’s
PWM growth strategy in the region. Both French and Bollinger
are based in London and report to Tucker York, global head of
private wealth management.

www.structuredretailproducts.com
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GROWTH STRATEGY
Goldman’s PWM will also be closely involved in the bank’s ‘One
GS’ efforts in the region, partnering with the asset management
(AMD), global markets (GMD) and investment banking (IBD)
division’s to deliver products to clients with an integrated
approach, said Bollinger.
The One GS initiative was launched by the bank to develop
a more integrated approach to serving its family office
clients, improve coverage coordination, developing bespoke
opportunities and directing access to the firm’s entire offering
via a cross-divisional coverage model.
Aractingi joins Goldman from UBS where he was head of global
family office for Middle East and Africa (Emea) for the last two
years. Prior to that he was CEO Saudi Arabia at Investcorp,
Riyadh, and chief executive of Morgan Stanley Saudi Arabia,
where he spent six years with responsibilities for investment
banking, sales and trading and investment management.
He joined Morgan Stanley in Dubai in June 2010 as head of
wealth management, Mena, after three years as head of the
Middle East at Swiss private bank Lombard Odier. The hire comes
on the heels of the appointment of Fadi Abuali and Zaid Khaldi as
co-chief executive officers of Goldman Sachs for Mena.

Citi’s MAG co-head shifts to buy-side
The US bank has announced a series of
senior roles with global responsibilities in
the Citi global wealth management team.
Eduardo Martinez Campos, co-head the
bank’s global multi-asset group (MAG)
team, has shifted to the bank’s buy-side
and will take on the role chief operating
officer of Citi Global Wealth (CGW),
according to a memo seen by SRP.
Martinez Campos (pictured) joins as part of a global wealth
management team which will be responsible for developing
the business strategy and ‘define an ambitious, growth-focused
strategy across all wealth client segments and products, leading
and executing our strategy against the high-net-worth segment’.
Based in New York, he will report to Jim O’Donnell, head of
Citi Global Wealth, and focus on the execution of ‘key growth
initiatives and strategic investments’. Martinez Campos has
also been charged with implement an in-depth analysis of
Citi’s wealth management business, infrastructure and risk and
control functions with the aim of simplifying the bank’s global
operating model.
The appointment comes just three months after Citi’s new global
head of equities and cross-asset structuring, Fater Belbachir,
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made a series of senior management changes in its sales and
trading teams to bolster its equities franchise and structured
solutions business, and reorganised its equities and securities
services (ESS) business under a new structure.
Under the new set-up, the bank’s equities business comprises
equity cash, equity derivatives, prime finance/delta one and the
MAG with Quentin Andre and Martinez Campos co-heading of
the bank’s global MAG team. Andre will be taking responsibility
for global derivatives and delta one sales, and will assume
full responsibility of the MAG team alongside his existing
responsibilities.
Andre has been Citi’s global head of equities structuring for
investor clients, and global head of equity solutions sales since
2017. Martinez Campos led Citi’s the organisation within its
markets and securities services division launched in September
2017 to develop and implement a global retail client and
product strategy, as global head of retail, markets and securities
services, covering the structuring and distribution of all markets
flow and non-flow products to retail.
WEALTH STRATEGY
Other appointments within the CGW team include that of Ronna
Glick who joins from the bank’s markets investor sales team as
global head of client strategy and client analytics, and Running
Du, who joins from Citi’s corporate strategy team as chief of
staff.
Glick will be responsible for defining and executing ‘upon a
disciplined client strategy across the Global Wealth franchise’.
Du will provide direct support on ‘all key deliverables and
engagements’ and will be responsible for coordinating CGW’s
overall strategy and simplifying its operations.
In addition, Ida Liu, currently head of the Private Bank in North
America, will become global head of private banking at CGW
which also includes the Private Capital Group, Global Trust and
Private Bank Global Marketing. David Bailin, chief investment
officer and global head of investments, will expand his current
responsibilities to form Citi Global Wealth Investments, which will
bring together the investment teams from the Private Bank and
the Consumer Bank globally.
Private Banking will continue to serve ultra-high-net-worth and
family office clients with all of Citi’s regional private banking
heads reporting to Liu and their regional management.
CGW’s expansion features a significant regional focus with Luigi
Pigorini, currently head of the Private Bank in Emea, expanding
his responsibilities to head CGW Emea while retaining his
private banking responsibilities. Giuliano Malacarne, currently
head of investment finance for the private bank, also expands
his responsibilities to coordinate the delivery of banking and
lending products to all wealth clients. Naz Vahid, head of the
law firm group, has been charged with leading a strategic
expansion of the team globally across new industry sectors and
professional organisations.

Luma Financial Technologies
US multi-issuer structured products
platform, Luma Financial Technologies
(Luma), has appointed Konstantinos
Pampoukidis as sales manager as
it continues to expand its presence
in Europe. Pampoukidis joins Luma’s
business development team in Zurich,
where the platform recently opened
its first European office. He will
report directly to David Wood, managing director of Luma’s
International Business, who is spearheading the platform’s
expansion into Europe.
Konstantinos joins from Leonteq Securities where he spent
more than five years most recently as a director in the smart
hedging issuance platform team where he gained extensive
experience hedging structured products using over the counter
(OTC) derivatives. Prior to Leonteq, he worked at Credit Suisse
in Switzerland, where he performed several market risk and
investment strategy roles.
Konstantinos appointment comes as Luma continues to expand
its reach having entered the Latin American market in 2020
before launching into Europe in January 2021 following Wood’s
appointment.

Munich Re
Andrea Sozzi Sabatini has joined global provider of
reinsurance, primary insurance and insurance-related risk
solutions, Munich Re, as managing director in Milan.
Sabatini spent the last three years leading startup
companies Agrorobotica and Etrurio with former structured
products executive Amilcare Police, the former head of
Emea credit and banking at Bank of America and head
of equity derivatives sales and multi-asset third party
distribution sales at the UK bank, which he left in 2011,
before joining the US bank.
Sabatini has had a long career in finance most recently at Julius
Baer where he had a senior cash and derivatives role. He joined
the Swiss bank from Banca IMI in 2014, where he was head of
equities in Milan since 2012.
Prior to that, Sabatini was head of equity derivatives and
structured retail sales for Emea and Latin America within RBS’s
Structured Retail Investor Products and Equity Derivatives
(IP&ED) business, in London.
Before joining RBS Global Banking & Markets, Sabatini was an

executive director in structured products sales at ABN Amro in
London. Prior to that, he headed the Italian equity derivatives
team in charge of structured products sales at Deutsche Bank,
also in London.
Sabatini left RBS following the reorganisation of the bank’s
markets management committee in 2012. Two years later the
UK bank sold its RBS’s Structured Retail Investor Products &
Equity Derivatives (IP&ED) to BNP Paribas Global Equities and
Commodity Derivatives (GECD).
Before joining RBS Global Banking & Markets, Sabatini
was an executive director in structured products sales at
ABN Amro in London. Prior to that, he headed the Italian
equity derivatives team in charge of structured products
sales at Deutsche Bank, also in London. Sabatini began his
career in equity derivatives at Merrill Lynch International,
where he became vice president in Italian equity derivatives
sales in 2000.
Calls to Munich Re to establish Sabatini’s responsibilities and
reporting lines were not returned by press time.

Optimal AM
Johnny Wu, former cross-asset solutions
head at Barclays in New York, has joined
the board of Optimal Asset Management,
an SEC-registered investment advisor
and manager of US$2.4 billion in custom
portfolios assets.
Wu (pictured) joins Optimal Asset
Management as a board member
providing guidance on business development opportunities in
direct indexing to respond to ‘demand for hyper-customised
portfolios’. He will work closely with the firm’s CEO and founder,
Vijay Vaidyanathan, and ETF industry veteran Ben Fulton who
joined the board in February.
Wu has over 20 years’ experience in financial services
with expertise in derivatives-based solutions. As head
of cross asset solutions at Barclays, he led origination
and distribution of risk recycling transactions, risk premia
strategies, retailed structured products, and exchangetraded products (ETP).
Since his departure from Barclays in 2017, Wu has had a number
of stints including as CEO at Quartzy Capital Advisors, since
October 2020, CEO and founder of Plinth Capital (a hedge fund
focusing on volatility arbitrage strategies and alternative risk
transfer opportunities), and head of distribution and business
development at Mariner Coria, a derivatives relatively value
hedge fund that exploits mispricing linked to structured products
and derivatives end-user flows.
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Wu became one of the more senior executives in the US
structured products market after a 12-year career at Barclays
where he was head of equities and funds structured markets
sales, Americas, in New York. He was one of the executives
promoted following the complete overhaul of the investment
bank and its investor solutions division, in 2014, which
included a broader cross-asset structured solutions model and
established a new equities and funds structured markets unit.
Prior to his appointment as head of EFS sales, Americas, Wu had
responsibility for overseeing all aspects of investor solutions in
North and South Americas since 2011, when he was elevated to
head of investor solutions, Americas.
Wu joined Barclays in 2005 as director of investor solutions,
Americas, from Bearn Stearns, where he worked in equity
derivatives sales.

Privatam
Wealthtech structured products advisor
platform Privatam has appointed a
structured products expert to take its
global activity to the Southern African
market.
The Monaco-headquartered firm has
beefed up its investment solutions
team with the hire of Jason Rodrigues
as sales director for the Southern African market. Rodrigues
will be joining Privatam’s Zurich office, which increased its
workforce three-fold within the last year including several senior
appointments such as Carlos Kinsky, as director of investment
solutions, reporting to Thomas Schmidlin, head of investment
solutions, and the appointment of Massimo Passamonti as the
firm’s new chief executive officer.
Prior to joining Privatam, Rodrigues was associate principal for
Standard Chartered Bank in South Africa. Rodrigues has over
10 years of experience working in structuring and sales roles
for a number of financial institutions such as Investec and Absa
Capital in South Africa.

BlockFi
BlockFi has appointed Joseph Hickey as global head of
trading, in New York. In this role, Hickey will be responsible
for expanding BlockFi’s institutional trading relationships
and risk management processes to meet growing crypto
liquidity and funding needs. Based in New York, he will
report to David Olsson (right), head of institutional distribution
at BlockFi. Hickey has extensive expertise in funding
markets, trading macro products, ETFs, options, and OTC

derivatives. He joins BlockFi from CME Group, where he was
client development and sales director responsible for an
institutional distribution team covering the buy-side, sell-side
and intermediaries since 2018.
Prior to CME Group, he held multiple leadership roles at Bank
of America Merrill Lynch’s (Baml) including managing director
responsible for the bank’s delta one index business in global
markets financing and futures business, vice president custom
basket and sector swap trader, head of US ETF cash trading
and head of North America delta one index trading. During
his 13 years at Baml, Hickey was responsible for managing a
trading book of stocks, indices, ETFs, total return swaps, futures,
forwards and dividend swaps.
Hickey joined Baml from Goldman Sachs, where he worked
as a global asset allocation strategist specialising in equity
index products. Prior to Goldman, Hickey worked as an
actuary at Mercer.

InspereX
InspereX, the new tech-driven fixed income market distribution
and trading firm formed by the merger of Incapital Holdings and
280 CapMarkets, has announced two appointments in its wealth
management solutions division.
The US firm has hired Nicholas Whiteley as managing director,
market-linked products origination and alternative distribution,
while Bob McDermott has been promoted to managing director,
national sales manager.
Whiteley joins from Credit Suisse where he was most recently
vice president of equity derivatives where he led structured
products origination and broker-dealer distribution. In his new
role as managing director, he will have strategic responsibility
for product integration across the new tech-driven platform.
Previously, Whiteley worked for Incapital for more than 10 years
in a variety of roles in both Europe and the US, most recently
focused on equity-linked product origination and distribution.
He will report to Deryk Rhodes (right), head of market-linked
product trading & origination.
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McDermott, formerly senior vice president at Incapital, has
been charged with leading InspereX’s external wholesaling
team. Prior to joining Incapital, McDermott was a senior vice
president and head of relationship management at F-Squared
Investments. He reports to Chris Mee, head of wealth
management solutions distribution.
InspereX’s Wealth Management Solutions Division originates
and distributes market-linked products to financial advisors at
banks, independent broker-dealers, and registered investment
advisory firms. From 2019 to 2020, the firm’s market-linked
products business grew by 39%.
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